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ABSTRÀCT

In the present work, a supercritical flow experimental facility was desigtred and

constructed to understand the behavior of supercritical fluid flow. The primary objective

of the experimental facility is to study the supercritical flow ínstabilities in fluids, while

the experimental facility can be employed to conduct other studies, such as heat transfer

and pressure drop characteristics. The experimental facility was designed for supercritical

vr'ater as the working fluid. Most of the components required for water were procured.

However, as the first phase of study will use carbon dioxide at supercritical conditions,

some components installed are specific to carbon dioxide and will be replaced for the

water experiments. The facility was completely constructed and assembled as per design.

Pre-experimental procedures such as chemìcal cleaning and leak tests were performed.

Pressure testing was also conducted to verifu the pressure rating (10 MPa) of the facility

for carbon dioxide experiments.

Steady-state numerical simulations of the loop with carbon dioxide flowing in a

single channel distributed heat system we¡e conducted using modified SPORTS code.

About sixty simulations were conducted for varying parameters, such as channel inlet K-

factor, chamel outlet K-factor, inlet temperature and pressure.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The energy crisis has become an important issue for many nations all over the world.

Researchers predict that worldwide demand for energy will increase severalfold during

the 2l'r century. Nuclear power seems to be one of the promising energy sources for the

next generation's power needs, and has drawn the attention of many nations around the

world. Unlike fossil-fuel power plants, nuclear power plants do not produce greenhouse

gas èffects.

Supercritical water-cooled reactors (SCWR) are being investigated by several

organizations worldwide. Among them, researchers at Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

(AECL) are studying an advanced CANada Deuterium Uranium (CANDU) reactor

concept with supercritical light water as the coolant (Dimmick et al., 1998). A

supercritical water cooled reactor is among one of the six new generation reactor

concepts suggested in the generation lV nuclear reactors of the US Department of

Energy. The use ofa supercrilical coolant would allow for higher thermal efficiency and

more compact design than the existing light water reactors (LWR) and pressurized water

reactors (PWR).

By using supercritical water on the primary side, researchers are aiming to

increase the overall plant efficiency. Natural circulation of the coolant is very attractive

for removing 100% of core heat. However, it is too early to know if this would be

feasible. The use of supercritical water in power reactors has not yet been fully explored

and much work is ongoing at the moment. A unique feature of supercritical water is that



the densíty varies by a factor of eight across the critical point. This could lead to flow

instabilities; hence, research must be done to study the dlmamic behavior of these

supercritical fluids. Keeping in view the advantages of supercritical fluids in nuclear

reactors, a thorough study will contribute to a better understanding of the behavior of

supercritical fluids (carbon dioxide and water).

1.1 Objectives

The objectives of the present work are motivated by the need to better understand

supercritical flow behavior under reactor type conditions. The following were the goals

ofthis endeavor:

1. Finalize and complete the design and construction of the supercritical flow

experimental research facility to study supercritical flow phenomena such as flow

instabilily, deteriorated heat transfer, pressure-drop characteristics etc., of carbon

dioxide and water.

3.

Manage the complete project, oversee the purchases, install and construct all

necessary components and co-ordinate with various persorurel/departments

commissioned to perform specific tasks required to achieve objective L

Test the experimental facility to determine that all components work at the rated

pressure.

Conduct steady-state numerical simulations of the supercritical flow experimental

facility with carbon dioxide in a single channel heated system using the SPORTS

code. Presents steady-state results.

2.

4.



1.2 Background lnformation

1.2.1 Supercritical Fluids

A supercritical fluid is defined as a fluid at a pressure and temperature above the critícal

point (Duffey and Pioro, 2005), where the critical point represents the highest

temperature and pressure at which the substance can exist as a vapor and liquid in

equilibrium. The phenomenon can be easily explained with reference to the phase

diagram in Figure l.l. Supercritical fluids have unique features (Pioro et al., 2004). One

of their distinctive features is the large change in theimophysical properties as the fluid

temperature crosses the critical point. This pattem of behavior is not restricted to water,

but is also followed by many other fluids (carbon dioxide, Freon-l14, helium etc.,). The

density varies drastically between 280 oC and 500 oC for water, which are approximately

the core inlet and outlet temperatures for several supercritical water reactors. The density

change that occurs as the fluid (water) is heated through the critical point is capable of

generating a substantial driving head fo¡ nafural circulation. Figure 1.2 shows the

variation of density with temperature across the critical point for water and carbon

dioxide-

Figure I .l : Phase diagram showing critical point for H2O and CO2 (Kang, 2007).
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Figure L2: Variation ofdensity about the critical point for H2O and CO2

(Upadhye,2007).

1.2.2 Flow lnstabilities

In a heat transfer system, such as emergency reactor cooling systems, solar heating and

cooling systems, geothermal power systems and many other energy conversion systems,

unstable flow can occur in the form of flow oscillations or flow reversals. Flow

oscillations may occur in two-phase, or supercritical flows. A flow oscillation in one

reactor coolant channel sometimes causes flow oscillations in the surrounding coolant

chamels due to flow ¡edistribution. Flow oscillations are undesirable for several reasons.

Sustained flow oscillations can cause undesirable forced mechanical vibration of

components, which could lead to failure of those components due to fatigue. Flow

oscillations can also cause system control problems of particular importance in

liquid-cooled nuclear reactors because the coolant is also used as the moderator.



Lastly flow oscillations can affect the local heat transfer characteristics and boiling

phenomena.

Flow instability studies in boiling water reactors have been investigated

extensively; the instabilities studied were in the subcritical region and mostly pertained to

two-phase flow. These instability phenomena may cause self-sustaíned or even divergent

flow oscillations in operating power reactors. Such flows could induce a boiling crisis,

disturbance in control systems, or may cause mechanical damage due to excitation of

flow-induced vibrations. Literature on flow instability at supercritical pressure and

temperature is limited and most of the investigators have concentrated on the heat

transfer characteristics instead.

1.2.3 Supercritical Water Reactors

Supercrìtical water reactors are basically light water reactors operating at higher

temperature and pressure (Roelofs, 2004). By operating the reactors above the critical

point, boiling is absent, thus eìiminating the need for jet pumps, pressurizer, steam-

generator and dryer. Moreover, because of the high heat capacity of supercritical water,

comparatively less coolant would be needed and, thus, the operating costs would be

significantly reduced. One more advantage of using supercritical water is a significant

¡eduction in cost through an increase in thermal efficiency and plant simplification. In

view of these advantages many nations are investigating the supercritical water reactor

concept to assess its tech¡ical viability, plant safety, stability characteristics and to

identiry suitable materials (Buongiomo, 2003). However, flow instabilities may be

present in these reacto¡s, as observed in boiling water reactors because of the unique



thermodynamic propefies of sùpeicritical water (Figure 1.3). Flow instabilities in the

supercritical region have not been investigated to a great extent as most of the present

fossil-fuel power plants operate at sub-critical flow conditions.

650 s5s 880

Tdnp€râturð nq

Figure 1.3: Properties of water at supercritical pressure (P = 25MPa) (Jain, 2005).

1.2.4 Supercritical Carbon Dioxide

Carbon dioxide is considered to be a good substitute for water in experimental research

due to its analogous change in physical properties across the critical point. Because of its

low critical point, carbon dioxide (critical temperature: 3l oC and critical pressure: 7.83

MPa) is an easier fluid to handle in experiments than water (critical temperature: 374.1

oC and critical pressure: 22.1 MPa). Table I .l lists nominal operating parameters of the

SCW CANDU reactor concept in water and carbon dioxide equivalent values.

Furthermore, supercritical carbon dioxide is proposed as a working fluid in the Brayton

cycle of the STAR-LM fast reactor concept (Sienicki et al.,2003), where the supercritical

carbon dioxide is directly employed to transfer heat to the secondary circuit by natural

circulation.
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Table 1.1 : Critical and nominal operating parameters (Pioro and Khartabil, 2005)

Parameter Ilnit Water Carbon Dioxide
Critical Parameters

Critical Pressu¡e MPa 22.t '7.83

Critical Temperature "C 1'74.1 30.98

Critical Density kg/m' 315 467.60

SCWR Ooeratins Parameters
Operating Pressure MPa z5 8.s0

Inlet Temperature "C 350 25

Outlet Temperature .C 625 150

Supercritícal carbon dioxide has also been extensively used in fluid extraction,

semiconductor cleaning, polymer processing, drug delivery and in othe¡ applications.

These numerous and varied applications of supercritical carbon dioxide has necessitated

an in depth study ofsupercritical fluid behavio¡.

1.3 Outline

Al experimental facility was designed and constructed to study supercritical carbon

dioxide as well as supercritical water. Initial numerical simulations were performed to

determine the approximate parameters that could induce flow oscillations. This thesis is

structured into six chapters, including the introduction chapter.

Chapter 2 covers the literalure review on some of the previous research studies

performed in the field ofinstabilities including natural circulation loops, two-phase flows

and supercritical flows.

Chapter 3 discusses the project management aspects and difficulties overcome

during the course ofconstructing the supercritical flow experimental facility.



Chapter 4 outlines the construction and design details of the supercritical flow

experimental facilily, pre-experimental procedures and saièty features of the

experimental facility.

Chapter 5 discusses the pre-experimental procedures followed after the

construction of the supercritical flow experimental facility construction, which would

prepare the facility to conduct experiments using carbon dioxide.

Chapter 6 summarizes the numerical simulations of the supercritical flow facility

using the SPORTS code with carbon dioxide as the working fluid. This numerical

information could be useful for conducting experiments on the experimental facility.

The fìnal chapter 7 ptesents the conclusion and scope fo¡ future experimental

work to be carried out on the experimental facility.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIE\ry

Numerous experimental and analytical studies have been carried out by researchers in

single-phase and two-phase natural circulation systems. They have focused on various

aspects such as heat transfer, pressure drop, flow stability and other flow dynamics. In

this chapter a revierv of experimental natural-ci¡culation works carried out by various

researchers is presented. In addition, a review of relevant work carried out by various

researchers on supercritical flow is also presented.

2.1 Experimental Work (Subcritical Flow)

Natural circulalion loops are thermoslphons in which the fluid flow occurs due to

buoyancy forces caused by the difference in densities betvr'een the heated and cooled

poÍions of the loop. Usually, in a natural circulation loop, the sink is located at a higher

elevation tha¡ the heating source to enhance fluid circulation rates. These loops have

been used in emergency reactor cooling systems, solar heating and cooling systems,

geothermal power systems and many other energy conversion systems.

Research has been carried out in subcritical flow to understand these natural

circulation loops in view of thsir impofance. It has been observed that these subcritical

natural ci¡culation loops can exhibit oscillatory modes of flow, which may lead to flow

instabilities and flow reversals (Zvirin, 1981). Some of the experimental natu¡al

circulation loops that were studied by various ¡esearchers for subcritical and two-phase

flow are listed in Figure 2.1 .
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Zvirin (1981), Kakac and Veziroglu (1983), Mertol and Greif (1985), Misale and

Tagliafico (1987) and Greif(1988) have extensively reviewed various subcritical natural

circulation loops. They have also reviewed theoretical works carried out by researchers.

Hallinan and Viskanta (1986) constructed a simple natural-circulation loop with

tube bundles in two vertical legs. The experimental facility operated at atmospheric

pressure, with water as the working fluid. They also developed a dynamic one-

dimensional analytical model of the experimental facility. At steady-state conditions,

parameters like temperature, fluid mass flow ¡ate were measured and compared with the

predictions of the theoretical model. Relatively good agreement was observed between

experiments and theory.

Rotometet

Cold Woler

Figsre 2.2: Schematic drawing of the experimental natural circulation loop

(Hallinan and Viskanta, 1986).

Vijayan and Date (1992) conducted both experimental and theoretical (linear,

nonJinear) investigations on the stability of a natural-circulatìon loop with a throughflow

in a figure-of-eight loop (a configuration employed in the pressure tube type heavy water

lt



reactors). Through their study, limits of stable and unstable regimes as well as limits of

conditionally stable regimes were identified. Contrary to previous studies, they noticed

that the stable range decreases with an increase in the throughflow rate, signifying that

the geometry of the loop can have an important bearing on the stability berhaviour.

l-2a th.rroftuth ò{r¡!!.r!
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Figure 2.3: Single-phase natural circulation figure-of-eight loop

(Vijayan and Date, 1992).

Yìjayan (2002) developed an experimental facility to study steady-state flow in

uniform and non-uniform diameter single-phase natural cìrculation loops. He concluded

that the stability behaviour ofuniform and non-uniform diameter loops can be expressed

by a single non-dimensional parameters. Testing of the conventional laminar flow

P- rl;iì--i ii*'
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corelation showed very good agreement with the data fiom both uniform and non-

uniform diameter loops.

Figtre 2.4: Schematic drawing of a non-uniform diamete¡ natural circulation loop

(Vijayan,2002).

Guanghui eT al. (2002) conducted experimental and theoretical studies on density

wave oscillations in a natural circulation loop. The influence ofmass flow rate, pressure,

inlet subcooling, heat flux and exit quality on density wave oscillations were analyzed.

Figure 2.5: The natural circulation loop (Guanghui el a1.,2002).
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Jiang and Shoji (2003) studied the change offlow stability due to varìation oftube

wall thermal conductivity. They performed experiments in three different natural-

circulation loops each one using a different piping material. The materials were copper

tube, top copper tube half and bottom glass half, glass tube. Otherwise the same shape

and same boundary conditions were used. Experimental results concluded that the

thermal disturbance could be easily introduced and removed by a tube material with

higher thermal conductivity. They also proposed a nonlinear model to formulate the wall

effects.

Figure 2.6: Schematic configuration ofthe experimental setup (Jiang and Shoji, 2003).

2.2 Supercritical Flow Studies

Supercritical water reactor is being conside¡ed as one of the next generation nuclear

reactor aÍìer L\ilR and HWR. The supercritical v/ater reactor would operate at 25 MPa

pressure and would have a high thermal and electrical efficiency. However, the large

t4



lemperature change across the supercritical ',¡r'ater reactor core (280 oC at the inlet to 500

oC at the exit) leads to a large density change (780 kglm3 to 90 kglm3) across the core.

This gives rise to concem about supercritical flow instabilities in the SCWR.

Harden and Boggs (1964) investigated the transient behavior of a closed natural

circulation system experimentally and analytically using Freon-l l4 as the working fluid.

They observed rapìd fluctuations in flow and pressure as the fluid is heated to the critical

region. The frequencies of these fluctuations were in the range of l0 to 20 cycles per

second, and were independent of heating rate. They also noted that the loop could be

maintained in stable condition as long as the fluid was not in the thermodynamic region

characterized by a maximum in the density-enthalpy product versus temperature plot.

Figore 2.7: Schematic drawing of natural circulation loop (Harden and Boggs, I 964).

Comelius and Parker (1965) conducted heat transfe¡ studies in natural-and

forced-convection loops, and reported heat transfer instabilities near the critical point.

They also observed that flow instabilities were strongly damped during forced convection

and reported two different types of flow oscillations during the test.

l5
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Figure 2.8: Schematic diagram of heat transfer loop (Comelius and Parker, I 965).

Yamagata (1972) conducted experiments to study supercritical water flowing in

horizontal and vertical tubes. He observed severe pressure and flow oscillations while

recording heat transfer data but they did not analyze these instabilities. Research was also

focused on instabilities associated with cryogenic fluíds at supercritical pressure. Later

Fukuda et al. (1992) experimentally investigated the instabilities in supercritical helium.

Experimental set consists ofa liquìd helium tank, inlet and outlet plenum, pressurizer and

a test section. Th¡ee different types ofinstabilities were observed their mechanisms were

also explained. One type of instability was Helm}oltz, which was caused by acoustic

resonance and other two types of instabilities we¡e found to be density wave instabilities

caused by density wave resonance.

Lomperski et al. (2004) conducted experiments in a natural-circulation loop

usinþ supercritical carbon dioxide. However, no flow instabilities were observed, in

contrast to the numerical predictions as suggested by Chatoorgoon (2001). Jain (2005)

l6



performed stability analysis of a natural-circulation loop by means of experiments and

numerical simulations. Her studies concluded that the numerical model predicts

instabilities in supercritical water as well as in supercritical carbon dioxide loops and

agrees with Chaloorgoon (2001).
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Figure 2.9: Schematic drawing of supercritical carbon dioxide loop (Jain, 2005).

Jain and Conadini (2005) conducted experiments in a rectangular natural

circulation loop using carbon dioxide and water as working fluids, to verify stability

margin suggested by previous investigators. A linea¡ stability analysis was also

conducted and which concluded the presence of instabilities. However, experimental

resulls showed stable behavior.
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Yoshikawa et al. (2005) developed a closed loop natural-circulation system for

supercrìtical fluids that operates on the principle of density difference. They have also

developed a techlique to measure average CO2 flow velocity in the circulation loop by

using a chemical tracer and a UV absorbance optical cell. Thei¡ experimental setup finds

use in fluid extraction, sample preparation and in precision cleaning techniques.

Mignot et al. (2007) studied the behavior of supercritical fluid during a blowdown or

depressurization processes.

crtreciion tt'll

tirfül¡ìtlo! l)oD

Figure 2.1 0: Natural convection supercritical circulation apparatus

(Yoshikawa et al., 2005).

2.3 Review of Supercritical Fluids in New Generation Nuclear Reactors

Some of designers ofnew generation nuclear reactors have two design ideas in common.

The first idea is to use supercritical fluid as a coolant and as a moderator in place oflight

water and second idea is to use nafural convention as the mode of energy transfer to
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eliminate the need forjet pumps, steam separators and other auxiliary systems (that come

with two-phase fluid flow design).

Tom and Hauptmann (1979) conducted a feasibility study ofcooling heavy water

reactors (CANDU type reactors) with supercritical carbon dioxide. A new dual reheat

cycle was proposed with an ideal overall plant efficiency of 33%. He also suggested that

by using carbon dioxide there would be substantial economic advantage over heavy

water. Yoshiaki and Koshizuka (1993) proposed a new concept and design of a

supercritical pressure direct cycle light water reactor. The proposed reactor was aimed at

increasing the thermal efficiency by l9%o over the PWR. The SCLWR does not need a

recirculation system, steam separators, dryers, thus simplifuing the reactor design.

ShiËldiÞ9

Figure 2. I I : Schematic dìagram of CANDU reactor (wikipedia.org).

In 1998, Dimmick et al. has also proposed an advanced CANDU reactor concept

which would use supercritical steam as coolant. The conceplual reactor vr'orks at

supercritical conditions and designed to eliminate problems (fuel-dryout and flow
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instabilities) associated with two-phase flow fluids. This new reactor concept will have

higher thermal efficiency and reduced coolant density. Driscoll et al. (2002) has proposed

a gas cooled fast reactor (GFR) which uses supercritical carbon dioxide as a coolant at a

pressure of about l9.8MPa.

Sienicki et al. (2003) analyzed and demonstrated the benefits of coupling the

STAR-LM natural ci¡culation lead reactor to a supercritical carbon dioxide Brayton

cycle. By using a plant conceptual design analysis computer code they have calculated

the cycle efficiency lo be 44o/o and consists of fewer, simpler, and smaller-sized

components that significantly reduce the footprint of the plant and offers the prospect of

significantly reduced operating costs.

Khartabil (2003) has described how CANDU SCWCR is advantageous over rhe

typical CANDU reactors. He described the features of CANDU SCWCR design that

contribute to enhance passive safety of the reactor. By separating the high pressure

coolant and low pressure moderalor, the moderator can be used as an additional heat sink

to supplement the emergency core cooling system during some postulated accidents. The

second feature is advarced fuel charmel design that allows the moderator to operate at

much higher temperatures during normal reactor operating conditions.

Zhao et al. (200a) have studied one dimensional thermal hydraulic stability

analysis ofsupercritical fluid cooled reactors (SCV/R and GFR supercritical water reactor

and Gas cooled fast reactor). His investigation aimed at studying possible occurrence of

density-wave instabilities in both the reactors. The affect of orifice coefficient on the

SCWR stability at operating power is also studied. He suggested that detailed 3-D studies

with neutronic feedback, be carrìed out for SCWR design because of its sensitivity to
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varjous important parameters. For the gas cooled fast reactor considered in the paper, he

concluded that the coolant density change is not large and is comparable to that in a

PWR. The rector design should have no flow instabilities at full power normal operating

conditions. Zhao et al. (2005) has performed a stability analysis of a supercritical water-

cooled reactor during steady-state and sliding pressure start up.



CHAPTER 3

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

3.1 Background

Earlìer project coordinators of University of Manitoba's supercritical flow experimental

facility had procured some of the major components required for the construction of the

experimental facility. The materials procured include piping, accumulator, pressure

control system, chiller, heat removal control system, heat exchanger and electro-

pneumatic valves. The test section was designed and constructed by Stem Laboratories.

Stem Laboratories has provided us with the initial design drawings of the experimental

facility.

3,2 Project lmplementation

During the implementation of the project, various difficulties were encountered and were

resolved during the project. Some of the difficulties overcome during the project were

those with the amenities in the laboratory space, power supply, technical support and

budgeting constrains of the project.

Earlier in February 2004, labo¡atory space was allotted for the purpose of

constructing the experimental facility. However, the laboratory space needed major

¡enovation works befo¡e the experimental facility could be constructed. Air conditioning,

heating, fire extinguishers, power supply, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide gas

detectors were some of the amenities provided to the laboratory after meetings and

frequent follow up with tìe physical plant department of the University of Manitoba.
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Construction of the experìmental facility started only after fìnding a certified high-

pressure stainless steel welder which took place under the supervision ofthe author.

The electrical wiring provided for the purpose of the experimental facility in the

laboratory space was different from the actual requirements and so an extemal electrical

contractor was hi¡ed through the physical plant department of the University of

Manitoba. Electrical contractors took more than ten months 10 complete the electrical

power requirements in the laboratory space. Their work includes providing proper

electrical terminals for chiller, air compressor, wiring for AC-DC rectifier and wiring

between breaker circuit and heated channels of the test section.

The experimental facility operates under high-pressure conditions and support

from technicians was necessary for conducting various preliminary tests. However,

because of other constrains, tech¡icianl support was not available to the extent that was

required. On an average technical support of l0 to l5 hours per week was only provided

towards the construction of the experimental facility.

The ai¡-cooled chiller for the experimental facility was installed by authorized

personnel as per the provincial government regulations. Flexible ducting was also

provided from the chiller exhaust duct to dissipate the heat from the air-cooled chiller.

Considerable amount of tìme and afford was contributed by the author towards

obtaining quotations for various products and services, follow up with various companies

regarding delivery of material, understanding the working principles of various

components of the experimental facility, organizing meeting with department officials

and company representatives to advise on various components used. A brief list of the

components purchased by the author is provided in the Appendix A. Author has
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organized \ryith various trades personnel (welding, ducting, cleaning, electrical etc.,)

inorde¡ to obtain specific tasks with regard to the experimental facility.

Author was also involved in budgeting and financial issues of the project.

Processing purchase requisitions and follows up with the financial services of University

of Manitoba, with regard to the purchase orders were performed constantly during this

project. Occasionally attended meeting with officials at purchasing department to clarify

issues relating to purchases and budget accounts.

A safety shield was designed and constructed out of steel frames and

polycarbonate sheets to protect against accidental rupture/explosion of the experimental

facility during experiments. Apart fiom acting as a protective shield, the safety shield

supported major instrumentation for the experimental facility.

Author has contributed equal amount of time and afford as with the technicians in

constructing the safety shield and during other preliminary tests performed on the

experimental facility. Swagelok compression filtings were used extensively in the

construction of the experimental facility and hence, the autho¡ took Swagelok installation

traìning for better understanding ofthese compression fittings.

3,3 Project Management

This work mainly involved project management and design of the supercritical flow

experimental facility. Some of the specific tasks performed as part of work were:

. Designed and prepared necessary drawings for the construction of experimental

facility. Some of the major design tasks performed includes, support structure for

assembling electro-pneumatic valves, purging and evacuation system, inlet
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settling chamber, pneumatic supply to electro-pneumatic valves and gas booster,

supply gas connections to accumulator and carbon dioxide gas supply system.

Prepared bill of materials and obtained quotations for various required materials

and services. (Some of the extemal services obtained to complete construction of

the experimental facility were stainless steel welding, chiller installation, chiller

exhaust ducting, power supply installation, chemical cleaning, pressure testing

and Swagelok fittings installations).

Obtained approvals and processed purchase orders through the university

financial services.

Communicated with suppliers to schedule the shipment of materials and obtained

relevant documentation (milltest reports, M.S.D.S, certificates etc.,) for various

materials purchased.

Planned and scheduled various tasks involving technicians, contractors, and lrades

personnel to complete construction ofthe experimental facility

Organized meetings with various departmental people, techricians and with

supervisor regarding construction of the experimental facility.

Scheduled and organized meetings with technicians and with

representatives/officers involved in the construction of the experimental facility.

Prepared progress reports and budget estimates with regard to the project.

Prepared necessary documentation for the experimental facility including

necessary operational manuals, certificates, catalogues and reports (milltest

reports, cefifìcates, MSDS etc.,)
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL F,A.CILITY

In view of the decision to build a supercritical water reactor in Canada, construction ofa

supercritical flow experimental facilily was initiated at the University of Manitoba to

understand the behavior of supercritical flow. The experimental facility designed for

supercritical carbon dioxide and supercritical water experiments is a simple rectangular

natural circulation loop with th¡ee heated horizontal parallel channels. Experimental

facility was initially designed for supercritical water experiments but because of

budgetary constrains, facility was then designed and constructed for carbon dioxide

(working fluid) experiments. By replacing few components (refer section 4.14) of the

experimental facility, the facility can be employed to use for supercritical water

experiments.

4.0 Supercritical Flow Experimental Facility

The various systems involved in the supercritical flow test facility are as follows:

L Loop piping

2. Test Section

3. Heat Removal Control System

4. Pressure Control System

5. Inlet Assembly

6. Evacuation System

7. Carbon dioxide Supply



8. Electro-PneumaticValves

9. Data Acquisition System and Instrumentation

10. Power Supply

1 l. Support Structure

12. Safety Features

I 3. Miscellaneous Devices

4.1 Loop Piping

The experimental facility (loop) design, sizing of the test section and piping were

deduced f¡om SPORTS code simulationsl and other considerations. With few

modifications (section 4.14) to the present experimental facility, the facility can be

employed for water (working fluid, critical pressure: 22.06 MP4 critical temperature:

313.95'C) experiments. Presently the experimental facility is designed and constructed

to operate with supercritical carbon dioxide (critical pressure: 7.37 MPa, critical

temperature: 30.98 "C). Except for a few components of the present experimental facility,

the enti¡e loop is designed to withstand 400 oC temperature and 24.13 MPa pressùre.

Piping made of 31.75 mm XXH stainless steel 3l6L pipe with dimensions of 42.16 mm

O.D. and 22.6lmm I.D was used in construction of the facility. Stainless steel 3l 6L

elbow joints wilh 90o are used on the comers of the experimental facility. Stainless steel

flanges (XXH, 31.75mm size) were used to join various components of the loop, making

it easy to dismantle when required.

I Bo Huang, "Calculation ofheat flux and bounding power for single-charurel loop" September 2002,
Intemal R€pof, Mechanical and Manufacturing Department, University of Manitoba.
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The experimental facility has an overall flow path length of 16.5 m and a volume

of 0.0785 cubic meters. Flexitalic gaskets of 31.75 mm size are used between the

stainless steel flanges in order to make the facilíty pressure tight and leak proof. The

ASME Code Section VIII Division I was used for calculating the torque required to load

the flanges and to maintain the required pressu¡e rating (calculations provided in the

Appendix A). A typical flange and gasket assembly is shown in Figure 4.1. A certified

high pressure stainless steel welde¡ was hired to perform the welding of the experimental

facility. To minimize the heat loss fiom the piping, the entire loop will be insulated with

M Board@ insulation sheets. Brief operating instructions of the experimental facility are

provided in Appendix A.

Figure 4.1: Typical flange and gasket assembly.

4.2 Test Section

The horizontal test section was designed and fabricated by Stem Laboratories in

accordance with ASME Code2, with 398.89 "C (?50 "F) and 24.13 MPa (3500 psig) as

teSME e¡ I . t - zool Edition, Power Piping
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the design temperature and pressure. The test section consists ofthree lnconel-625 tubes

(19.05 mm I.D. and 12.9 mm thick); each tube is of 2.5 m long. Inconel-625 tube was

chosen because of its good electrical and thermal conducting properties. These three

channels are corurected to a common inlet and common outlet headers (316 SS XXH pipe

with 58.42 mm LD) by means of Swagelok@ fittings3, gasket and flange joints. The

distance between these two headers is 4.647m. The headers have intemal flow dispensers,

to help ensure that the flow is evenly distributed between the th¡ee channels. lnsulating

gaskets (0.3175 mm thick phenolic sheet) between the flanges and insulating sleeves

(25.4 mm glass filled teflon) around the connecting bolts are employed to electrically

isolate the test section from the rest of the facility. Detailed drawings of the test section

and its associated components are provided in Appendix C. The detailed schematic

drawing of the test section and header assembly is shown in Figure 4.2.

An electro-pneumatic valve (31 .5 mm size) was assembled before the inlet header

and after the outlet header. Electro-pneumatic valves of the size 19.05 mm are assembled

at the inlet and outlet of the three channels. Each elecho-pneumatic valve assembly

consists of a valve, pneumatically controlled actuator and a position controlling

transducer. Complete details of the electro-pneumatic valves are provided in section 4.8.

Swagelok@ compression fittings were used in con¡ecting these valves to the header and

charurel assembly. On the downstream side of the th¡ee channels, a rupture disk assembly

is provided as a safety feature. This is discussed in detail in section 4.12.1.

The fluid passing through the chan¡els is heated by means of di¡ect electric

current through the chan¡els. The test section is rested on support stands situated on the

3Guidelines from Srvagelok Tube Finer's Manual are followed in assembling the Swagelok finings.
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concrete floor. The top of the support stands are covered with insulating material to

prevent any DC curent flowing through the support strucfure. The test section was

hydrostatically pressure tested by Stem Laboratories to a pressure of 37.23 MPa at room

temperature. Later, the test section was assembled for supercritical carbon dioxide

experiments and was hydrostatically pressure tested at 15.85 MPa. A schematic drawing

of the supercritical flow experimental facility is shown in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows

the actual supercrilical flow test facility assembled in the laboratory (more pictures of the

experimental facility are provided in Appendix A).
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Figure 4.4: Supercritical flow experimental facility
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4,3 Heat Removal Control System

To ¡emove a constant amount of heat from the working fluid, a control system which

includes a shell and tube heat exchanger and a chiller was designed. The control system,

which was designed by Intemational Cooling Systems (lCS), regulates the amount of

heat to be removed fiom the test facility (by means ofheat exchanger) at any given time.

The heat removal control system was assembled as per the ICS design; operating and

maintenance instructions can be found in their respective documentsa. Figure 4.5 shows

the schematic drawing of the heat removal control system.

4.3.1 Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger

An Exergy@ 54 series shell and fube miniature heat exchanger was chosen for carbon

dioxide experiments. This heat exchanger consists of 127 stainless steel tubes (3.2mm

OD, 0.32mm thick) and is rated for 16.54 MPa on tube side (and 9.65 MPa on shell side).

The heat exchanger is having a cross sectional area of 6.53ó9x l0am2 and a K factors of

5.97. The heat exchanger was cùstom manufactured with 31.75 mm size stainless steel

stubs at the ends. These stubs were welded to stainless steel flanges and we¡e assembled

to the facility by means of flexitalic gaskets and mating flanges. Figure 4.3 shows a

schematic drawing of the supercritical flow experimental facility with the heat exchanger

assembled on top of the facility. A detailed schematic drawing of the shell and tube heat

exchanger is provided in Figure 4.6. When conducting experiments using supercritical

water (critical pressure: 22.1 MPa, critical temperature:374.1 oC), the temperature

a 
a) International Cooling Systems manual lor air cooled package unit.
b) lntemational Cooling Systems manùal fo¡ heat removal system.
c) Supercritical florv experimental facility manual.

5 Heat exchanger K factor calculations are provided in Appendix B.
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difference across the heat exchanger is high (ÁT = 150 oC) hence the present heat

exchanger would not be suitable. A different heat exchanger would need to be designed

for this purpose.

4.3.2 Chiller

Intemalional Cooling Systems@ Indoor air cooled chiller capable of removing up to

25 kW ofheat energy is coupled with the shell and tube heat exchanger. The chiller has

optional settings of either working with water or with a glycol and water mixture. Chiller

water outlet temperature can be controlled by adjusting the thermostat and can supply

\¡r'ater at 5oC (minimum temperature when using water). This chiller water outlet

temperature can be ¡educed further below 5 oC by using a glycol and water mixture.

Flexible ducting is provided to carry away hot air from the chiller exhaust.

4,3.3 Control System

The programmable control system (PLC) supplied by Intemational Cooling Systems uses

a three-way divertìng valve to control the heat load that has to be removed via the heat

exchanger. Thermocouples measure the inlet and outlet temperatures of the chilled water

entering and leaving the heat exchanger. With these measured temperatures and with a

inbuilt program, the control system regulates the three-way valve. Thus a constant

amoùnt of heat is removed from the supercritical fluid via the shell and tube heat

exchanger.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic drawing of heat removal control system.
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4.4 Pressure Control System

A pressure control systern was designed to regulate the pressure inside the experimental

facility. The system consists of a single stage pressure regulator (PR-57 series, GO

Regulator@) connected to a nitrogen gas bottle and to a accumulator (Hydac bladder

accumulator).

A precision pressure regulator was installed on the accumulator. This can safely

maintain inlet pressures up to 68.94 MPa and has a flow coefficient of0.05. The regulator

can be adjusted to have an outlet pressure in the range of 0 to 27.51 MPa. Figure 4.7

shows the schematic drawing of the pressure regulator. A grade 4.0 nitrogen gas cylinder

(T style) aT 13.79 MPa pressure, supplied by Praxair@ was connected to the regulator

which, in tum, was assembled to the accumulator. Nitrogen cylinders come with

CGA-580 comections and are suitable for connecting with the pressure regulator through

a flexible hose (high pressure flexìble metal hose braided with stainless steel, 28.26 MPa

working pressure). Depending on the usage, nitrogen cylinders can be ganged together by

means ofa manifold, or a different nitrogen gas bottle can be used (Style 4K nitrogen gas

cylinder by Praxair has twice the capacity ofT style nitrogen cylinder). Figure 4.8 shows

the pressure control system as assembled in the supercritical flow experimental facility.

The bladder accumulator (l l.Olts, Hydac@) consists ofa fluid section (working

fluid) and a gas (nitrogen gas) section where the bladder acts as a gas-proofscreen in the

accumulator. The fluid around the bladder is con¡ected with the fluid in the loop. When

the pressure inside the experimental facility drops below a set limit, the compressed gas

expands and forces the stored fluid into the loop. The pressure regulator helps to maintain

a predetermined set pressure. Excess nitrogen gas fi'om the pressure regulator is ¡eleased
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into atmosphere. Swagelok pre-swaged fittings were used in assembling the accumulator

to the experimental facility.

¡7¡ (1?lmm)

Figure 4.7: Schematic drawing ofpressure regulator.

Figure 4.8: Pressure control system.
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4.5 lnlet Assembly

The inlet assembly mainly comprises of the settling chamber, ball valves and piping. A

schematic drawing of the inlet assembly is shown in Figure 4.1l

4.5.1 Settling Ghamber

A gas bottle supplied by Parker@ was chosen as a settling chamber, it is intended to

reduce temperature fluctuations at the inlet. This settling chamber is a certified

cylindrical vessel made out of carbon steel with a total intemal volume of 56 liters

(approximately th¡ee times the volume of the enti¡e loop) and designed to v/ithstand

20.68 MPa pressure al.93.33 oC. This settling chamber was coupled to the experimental

facility by means ofcode 62-0' ring head adapter fittings as shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Code 62- O' ring adapter fìttings

Figure 4.I 0: Flow regulating ball valves (On/Offtype).
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Figure 4.I I : Schematic drawing showing the settling chamber assembly.



4.5.2 Flow Control Valves

Four H27 series Habonim@ ball valves6 (Vi-I, Vi-2, Vi-3 and Vi-4) were weldedT to rhe

loop as show ín the Figures 4.10 and 4.1 I . These valves are provided with limit switches

and visible indicators (red for closed and green for open), status of these valves is

monitored by the data acquisition system. By controlling these valves various flow

configurations can be obtained during experiments.

a) Zero Loop Configuration: ln this conliguration, valves Vi-4, Vi-2 are in the closed

position and Vi- I is in open position, thus eliminating the accumulator lÌom the

experiment.

b) Non-Zero Loop Confìguration with settling chamber: In this configuration, valves Vi-l

is in closed condition and valves Vi-2, Vi-3 and Vi-4 are in open position.

c) Non-zero Loop Confìguration wíthout settling chamber: ln this configuration, valves

Vi-1, Vi-4 are in open position and valves Vi-2,Vi-3 a¡e in the closed position.

4,6 Evacuation System

The experimental facility was desigred to permit purging and evacuation procedures. The

test facility was chemically cleaned and purged with working fluid (carbon dioxide) and

evacuated to eliminate impurities (air) from the loop. A detailed description of the

purging and evacuation procedures is discussed in section 5.3. A vacuum pump (RB

series, Busch@) capable of achieving 29.8 inHg vacuum was selected for this purpose.

Stainless steel tubing and compression fittings were used in purging system design.

óFor operation and maintenance instructions ¡efer to a) H27 Series High Pressure Ball Valves, bulletin A-
t06, b) Flowserve@, Automax@ valve aùtomation systems, Installatio¡, operation artd maintenance
instructions,
THabonim@ valves a¡e welded as per guidelines given in "HABONIM Wetding lnstructioDs of yaive to
pipe line".
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Figure 4.12 shows the schematic drawing of the purging and evacuation scheme.

(Stainless steel is the primary construction material for vacuum systems, particularly for

ultra high vacuum systems, owing to its low permeability to hydrogen, resistance to

corrosion and ease ofbreakout),

Figre 4.12: Schematic drawing of the purging and evacuation system.

4.7 Carbon dioxide Supply

Standard commercial carbon dioxide cylinders are available at 5.86 MPa pressure but

they are not suitable to build up the required pressure (max.10 MPa) inside the

experimental facility. Hence, these gas cylinders can¡ot be used directly to pressurize the

loop. To attain the required ca¡bon dioxide pressure in the loop, a gas booster was

selected. The gas booster will raise the pressure of the carbon dioxide gas from the

cylinder to l0 MPa pressure inside the experimental facility.
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4,7.1 Garbon dioxide Gas

Grade 4.0 carbon dioxide supplied by Praxair@ was used in fìlling the loop to the

requíred pressure aÍÌer repeated purging and evacuation procedures (detailed instructions

of pressurizing the facility with carbon dioxide is provided in Appendix A). Instrument

grade carbon dioxide which is of 99.99%o pure contains less than l5 ppm of oxygen and

less than l0 ppm of water (other grades including CD 5.0SE - 99.999 %, CD 4.8SC -
99.998%, CD 4.8RS 99.998%). Some researchers have conducted similar experiments

using carbon dioxide whose purity range lies between 95 Yo anð,99.98 % (Pioro and

Duffy, 2003). Using Praxair carbon dioxide grade 4.0, which is of 99.99Yo pure, will give

relatively good results even if there are traces of impurity left behind after the chemical

cleaning of the experimental facility. The ca¡bon dioxide cylinders are supplied with

standard CGA 320 connections and are stored as per safety regulations in the laboratory.

4.7 .2 Gas Booster

A Maxpro@ gas booster is an excellent altemativs to using a high pressure stationary

compressor. The gas booster was chosen for building the required pressure inside the

experimental facility. The single acting, single sfage gas booster has a compression ratio

of 20: I and is capable of generating up to a maximum pressure of 3l .30 MPa. This

lightweight gas booster (DLE30-1) requires compressed air to boost the pressure of the

carbon dioxide. The gas booster works with compressed air at 620.52 kPa at l6cfm flow

rate. Figure 4.13 shows the schematic drawing of the pneumatic comections for the gas

booster. The gas booster is con¡rected to the standard gas cylinder using stainless steel

braided flexible hose and Swagelok fittings.
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in the case of experiments using wate¡ as the working fluid, the gas supply

connections (flexible hose, gas cylinder) can be removed completely from the loop. The

Swagelok connection (Figure 5.1) can be closed using a Swagelok plug. As liquid water

is essentially incompressible, the loop can be completely filled with water and when it is

heated in the test section, the required supercritical pressure can be obtained.

Gas
Regulalo,

^ 
Arfrtler and Regutålor

' / A(<Êmhlv
Air Supply Li¡e

,\,,/ 1t- -.3\-- +
'6

Carbon d¡oride
Gas Cylinder

Gas Booster Gâs Booster

Figure 4.13: Schematic diagram ofgas booster and carbon dioxide cylinder assembly.

4.8 Ele ctro-Pne u m atic Valves

Eight electro-pneumatic valves were assembled on the experimental facility as shown in

the Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. Two electro-pneumatic valves (31 .5 mm size) were

instalÌed on the facility; one is located upstream of the inlet header, while the other was

Iocated downstream of the outlet header. These two electro-pneumatic valves are

intended to regulate the flow in the loop. Six electro-pneumatic valves (19 mm size) were

installed upstream and downst¡eam of the th¡ee channels, between the inlet and outlet

heade¡s. These six valves are to be used to control the pressure drop ofeach channel and

there by alterìng each charurels stability characteristic of the system.
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Each of these electro-pneumatic valve assemblies consists of a valve (Jarecki@),

an actuator (Habonim@) and a position controlling transduce¡ (Flowserve@), which a¡e

discussed in detail below.

4.8.1 Valve and Actuator Assembly

The Jerecki@ valves along with the Habonim@ actuators are the main components of the

electro-pneumatic valves, which are shown in Figure 4.14. The actuator transforms the

linear motion of its pneumatic pistons into rotary motion via gear and racks that than

drive the central pinion. The actuator receives its pneumatic signal from the transducer

assembly on top of it. Table 4.1 presents the Cu values for corresponding percentage

opening ofvalves.

Table 4.1 : Cu values for corresponding percentage opening of electro-pneumatic valves.

Valve
Percentage

f)nenino lol.ì
0 l0 20 JU 40 50 60 t0 80 90 100

c, 0 0.21 0.43 0.70 1.05 1.62 2.64 4.00 6.40 9.60 12

Restriction coefficient (K) can be calculated from equation K : 894 x (D2 I C)2

Where C, is valve flow coefficient in gpm/psi differential and

D is diameter of the valve in inches.
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4.8.2 Transducer / Positioner

The Apex@ 5000 transducers were used to rotate the valve actuators in proportion to a

given input signal. The input signal is a pneumatic supply at a pressure of

689 kPa (100 psi) and an electric signal (4 to 20 mA). The supply pressure is directed to

the actuator through a precísion spool valve. The transducer and actuator assembly is

calibrated for the 4 -20 mA input signal. With a pneumatic input signal of 690 kpa ( 100

psi) and a 4mA signal, the valve is completely closed; and for an input signal of690 kpa

( 100 psi) supply pressure and a 20mA signal, the valve is completely open.

Supply air pressure to the valves must be limited to 817.37 Kpa (120 psi) and the

electrical signal to 4 to 20 mA of input transducer signal to control these valves. The

supply air should be clean, dry, and oil free, and of instrument quality in accordance with

ISA S7.3 specifications (dew point less than 18 degrees below ambient temperature,

particle size less than 5 microns, oil content less than lppm). These valves are also

provided with visible indicators a red colour fo¡ closed and a green colour fo¡ open. This

feature is useful fo¡ local position determination.

Figure 4.14: Electro-pneumatic valve.
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4.8.3 Pneumatic Supply

A single cylinder air compressor (Princess Auto@) with a 60-gallon capacity, ASME

certified, was chosen for the purpose of operating the electro-pneumatic valves and lhe

gas booster. The vertical automatic cut-off air compressor is rated for 5 HP and can

supply compressed air at 18.5 cfm at O,SS.ql MPa supply air pressure. A pressure switch

available with the compressor can be varied ÍÌom 790 kPa to 960 kPa. The switch is

currently set at 960 kPa cut-offpressure.

A pneumatic distribution system was designed with a coalescing filter and flow

regulalor to meet the pneumatic supply requirements of the experimental facility (Figure

4.15). Swagelok compression fittings were used in assembling these components. An

extra pneumatic supply port was made available for future needs. The variable flow

regulator (Praxair@ model no. 07R2lsAC) controls the air flow between 0lo 1.72ly'lpa.

The coalescing filter (Praxair model no.l5F2PEA) separates liquid aerosols and droplets

of wate¡ fiom the air. The fine filter element of grade 6.0 present inside the coalescing

filter restricts the aerosol particles to 0.75 micron size. Figure 4.16 shows the pneumatic

hose corurections to the electro-pneumatic valves.

Figure 4.1 5: Pneumatic distrìbution system with filter and regulator assembly.
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Figure 4. l6: Pneumatic connections for the electro-pneumatic valves.

4.9 Data Acquisition System and lnstrumentation

The data acquisition system (DAS) was designed and constructed by AECL. It is the key

operating system in controllìng the experimental facility and in preventing possible

operational errors during the experiments. The electro-pneumatic valves (8 nos.), which

requires a 4 to 20 mA input signal to control the percentage opening, is fed through the

data acquisition system. Flow regulating ball valves (On/Off valves, Habonim@, Figure

4.10, 4.1l) and the open and closed positions are also monitored by the DAS.

Temperature and pressure measurements, power input to the channels are recorded at pre-

determined regular time intervals by the data acquisition system. The DAS also

incorporates some of the safety features that would shut down the experimental facility

þower supply) in the case of an excess pressure build-up during experiments, or if the

temperature ofthe working fluid exceeds the preset safe limit.
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4.9,1 Thermocouples and Pressure Transducer

Temperature measurements can be recorded at various locations using surface

thermocouples and fluid thermocouples assembled on the facility. Twelve surface

thermocouples (0.040 O.D.xl2. LG, Type K, Delta M@) aree assembled on the outer

surface of the each channel. Ten fluid thermocouples (3.175 mm O.D x 304.8 mm, LG,

Type K, DeltaM Corporation@) were also installed at various locations on the

experimental lacility to measure bulk fluid temperatures. Boundary layer effects were

considered in assembling the fluid thermocouples and they were placed in such a way

that the thermocouples tip lies in the center of the flow. DP 363 (Validyne@) differential

pressure transducers were used to measure the pressure drop across the eight electro-

pneumatic valves and DP 303 (Validyne@) transducers are used to measure the pressure

drop across the two headers, across the three channels and across the heat exchanger.

These pressure transducers were calib¡ated and results are traceable to national standards.

Th¡ee GP-50 (Dycor Technologies@) absolute pressure transducers were used to measure

the absolute pressure inside the accumulator and in the two headers of the test section.

These absolute pressure transducers were also calibrated by the manufacturer. Swagelok

compression fittings were used in assembling all thermocouples and pressure transducers.

4.10 Power Supply

An AC to DC converter (l24KVAl600V/3 þ reclìfier, EMHP Powe¡ Supply@) is used to

supply DC power to heat the test section by electrical induction. The output current (0 to

1500 Amps) and voltage (0 to 20 Volts) íiom the power source can be continuously

varied during the experiments and the amount of energy supplied to the test section
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channels can be monitored continuously. The unit is rated to hold cunent fluctuations to

with in 0.1 % of the full load current for the line voltage variations of 0.lo/o. A maximum

of l0 kW per chamel can be supplied from the power supply source. Circuit breakers

rated at 1500 Amps were installed between the power supply and test section as per the

electrjcal code. Using the control panel the power supplied to lhe three char:¡els js

controlled. The test facility is electrically isolated fiom the test section by using glass

filled teflon@ glass gaskets between the stainless steel flanges and insulating sleeves to

the flange bolts- These insulating measures are taken on the upstream side of the test

section. As the voltage drops to zero (approximately), Íiom the fi'ont end to back end of

the test section, it is safe from any risk of electrical shock and so the down stream side of

the lest section is not electrically insulated. (Precession shunt circuits rnay be installed to

measure precise and accurate power measurements on each of the three charmels if

required ìn a later stage of the experiments).

4.11 Support Structure

The support structure for the test facility was designed to withstand the complete weight

of the test seetion including the valves and piping, which are part of the test facility. The

support structure has adjustable screws and this feature helps to r¡aintain the horizontal

orientation of the facility. Any minor adjustments in height can easily performed by

adjusting the screws. The lest section was suppofled on a flat C channel which allows

minor thermal expansion of the test section channels without creating any stress on the

heated tubes (charurels). These supporl structures have to be modified to include rollers,
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which would allow for thermal expansion when doing experiments using supercritical

wâtcr.

4.12 Safety Features

The experimental facility was designed to operate al 24 MPa pressure and 400 oC

temperature and so iÎ is necessary that safety measures be taken well in advance to

eliminate any damage and personal injury in case of an accidental explosion of any part

of the test facility. As part of the safety requirements, the lest facility was designed with a

rupture disk assembly, safety shield and carbon dioxide gas detection system

4.12.1 Rupture Disk AssemblY

On each of the three chan¡els, a 12.7 mm size rupture disk assembly was installed

through a common union outlet, which was then vented to a safe area using Swagelok

fittings and tubing. Depending on the working fluid requirements (carbon dioxide or

water) the rupture disk holders can be assembled with rupture disks rated for 10 61 MPa

(1540 psi in case of CO2 experiments) or 24.13 MPa (3500 psi in case of water

experiments) which will prevent the facility from getting damaged in the case of excess

pressure build-up during experiments. Presently, the experimental facility is equipped

with 12.7 mm size PB series incon¡el rupture disks rated for 10.61 MPa pressure at

93 oC, rvhich is suitable fo¡ carbon dioxide experiments. Figure 4.17 shows the rupture

disk assembly over the th¡ee channels of the test section. Swagelok and Parker tube

fitting weie used in this assembly. The outlet tube ( I 9.05 mm) from these 12.7 mm
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rupfure disk tubes was routed away from the experimental facility and directed into a safe

7,One.

Figure 4.17: Rupfure disk assembly over the three channels oftest section.

4.12.2 Safety Shield

A protective safety shield was conslructed around the experimental facility as a safety

measure to protect against any accidental failure. The support structure of the safety

shield also acts as a frame to hold the control panel of the heat removal system, the

pneumatic distribution system and for supporting other auxiliary items such as gas

cylinders. Transparent polycarbonate sheets of thick¡ess 9 mm and 6 mm were used for
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this purpose. Figure 4.18 shows the schematic drawing of the safety shield enclosure

provided around the experimental facility.

Figure 4.18: Schematic drawing of the safety shield enclosure for the supercritical flow

experimental facility.

4.12.3 Carbon dioxide Detection System

Carbon dioxide levels in the laboratory must be monitored continuously to ensure they

are always within the safe limits. ln the case of a leak fiom the test facility, carbon

dioxide will occupy the entire room and may be unsafe. Large amounts of carbon dioxide

(78 liters) at high pressure pose a high risk if it leaks fiom the experimental facility. ln

order to overcome this danger and to monitor the carbon dioxide levels in the laboratory a

carbon dioxide detection system was incorporated.

An Analox 50rM carbon dioxide gas analyzer with audio and visual alarms was

employed to detect and monitor carbon dioxide levels in the laboratory. The analyzer

consists ofa main powered sensor unit and a repeater. The sensor unit is mounted on the

test facility safety shield, 450 mm from the floor level and as close as possible to the test

Access
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facility. The repeater was installed at eye level outside the entrance door which will

indicate the safety level before an operator enters the laboratory. The analyzer is set at

0.5Yo and if an excess level of carbon dioxide is detected, then an alarm signal will be

triggered. At dangerous levels, a second alarm wams of the need for immediate

evacuation fiom the laboratory and can¡ot be entered until the monitor retums to safe

mode. Exhaust fan (5000 cfm) employed in the laboratory would remove the carbon

dioxide fiom the laboratory in the case of a leak. Figure 4.19 shows the schematic

drawing of the carbon dioxide detection system.

(5000cFM)

Baltè¡y Back Up

Anålo¡ 50 Cårbon Dio¡ide Añå¡yser

Figure 4. I 9: Schematic drawing of carbon dioxide detect ystem.

4.12.4 Emergency Power Shutdown Switches

Emergency power shutdown switches were also incorporated into the experìmental

facility safety features. These switches will shut dorvn the power supply to the

experimental facility when activated. One of lhese switches (Fig 4.20.a) is located near

the data acquisition system, and the operator. ln case of emergency shut down of the

experimental facility, this swilch can be activated just by pressing the emergency

shutdown switch (panic switch) and can be deactivated just by tuming clockwise. Other

emergency power shutdown switches (Fig a.20.b) can be operated with a key. Two more

power shutdown switches (Fig 4.20.c) were also assembled on the facility access doors,
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which would be activated upon opening these doors. Figure 4.20 (a, b, c) shows the

emergency power shutdown swilches assembled on the experimental facility.

Figure 4.20: Emergency power shutdown switches.

4.13 Miscellaneous Devices

4.13.'l Heating Tape

The test section is positioned horizontally and when the fluíd is heated, the fluid flow

could lake any one ofthe two directions. In order to direct the fluid in a desired direction

(counter-clock wise direction) a flexible heating tape can be used to initially heat the fluid

on the vefical hot leg side of the test facility. As the fluid is heated, the fluid flows in the

loop due to natural convection. Omega flexible heating tape (HTWC102-008) of 25.4

mm wide and 2.44 m is wounded on the hot leg of the test facility. With the percentage

controller available with the heating tape the amount of heating can be varied up to

maximum of 576 Watts.

4.13.2 Flow Meter

An Ultrasonic flow meter manufactured by GE Panametrjcs (GC 868) was recommended

for measuring supercritical fluid flow velocity. The device does not interrupt the florv

physically and has no wetted or moving parts and hence there is no pressure drop lo
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account for. The device uses a Transit-Time flow measuring technique to accurately

measure the flow rate. This flow meter is recommended to be installed on the test facility

to measure the fluid flow rates during experiments.

4.14 Changes for Experimental Facility When Us¡ng Water (working fluid)

The following table gives the list of all the components that need to be replaced/

modified for the supercritical water experimental facility.

Table 3.2: Suggested changes for supercritical water experimental facility.

Component Suggestions Description

Constant pressure control
system (Pressure regulator,
stainless steel cylinder
hose, CAG 580 adapter)

No change is required Pressure reguìator is be
restored to 24 MPa (operating
pressure) set pressure.

Accumulator Design a system that will
ensure water entering to
the accumulator is less
than 940C.

Accumulator can withstand
temperature up to 94 oC.

lnlet Settling Chamber Design fluid chamber
lsettlins chamherì

Chamber which can withstand
300 oC is recommended.

Flow regulating ball valves
(Habonim H27 series
valves) 4 Nos.

Change the body seal and
steam thrust seal for high
temperature operation.

Body seal and thrust seal of
PEEK as recommended by
Habonim@ for high
temDerature oneration.

Channel rupture disks Rupfure disc with 25 MPa
pressure rating.

This is a necessary change
Presently rupture disks rated
fo¡ 10.61 MPa nressrrre.

Heat Exchanger Different heat removal
system has to be
desimed.

Present heat exchanger
operating limits are 16.54 MPa
(tube side).

Support structure Roller supports Roller supports allow thermal
expansion of the test section.

Absolute pressure
transducers

Replace absolute pressure
transducer that can
measure 25 MPa of
Þressure.

Current pressure transducers
can measure only up to l0
MPa.

Differential pressure
transducers

Change the diaphragms
of the each pressure
transducers suitable lor
supercritical water.

Mount them on long tubes and
properly cool the tubes, so that
temp. of fluid in contact with
sensors is less than 170 oC.
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CHAPTER 5

PRE_EXPERIMEÌ.JTAL PRO CEDURB S

After completion of the supercritical flow experimental facility construction, the

following pre-experimental procedures we¡e followed.

5.1 Chemical Cleaning

The supercritical flow experimental facility was constructed using factory-shipped

materials and some of the stainless steel piping and tubing may have collected dust and

other debris during the course of time; hence chemical cleaning was a necessary

procedure to be followed before conducting any experiments. The ASTM (4380-99)

standard was taken as a guideline in conducting the chemical cleaning. As a fìrst step, all

flow regulating valves (8 nos.) were opened manually by connecting the proper fittings

(12.7 mm JIC union and Swagelok female comector) and by supplying compressed air at

690 kPa pressure (the complete step-by-step procedure for manual opening of the electro-

pneumatic valves is described in Appendix A). The settling chamber, which was

previously cleaned by the supplier, was temporarily discon¡ected fiom the experimental

facility. The facility was then completely sealed by using a stainless steel plate and a

teflon sheet (detailed description of disconnecting the settling chamber is provided in

Appendix A).

A pressure test was conducted using compressed air at 690 kPa pressure to detect

any possible leaks from the facility. A Swagelok fube fitting (Figure 5.1) provided for
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this purpose was used in connecting the pneumatic air supply and gas supply during the

pressure testing and chemical cleaning.

Figure 5.1: Photograph showing the 12.7 mm port with Swagelok fittìng, used in

connecting the pneumatic hose during the pressure tests.

The accumulator was discon¡ected from the experimental facility and a

circulatioir pump was assembled in its place. Diluted Carbochlor@ solution (l:5 ratio)

was pumped into the experimental facility up to a pressure of 689.5 kpa. Suffìcient care

was taken to ensure that the trapÞed air was removed ÍÌom the system. AfÌer soaking the

facility for two hours with the chemical solution, the solution \'r'as then drained out. The

experimental facility was again filled \¡/ith the chemical solution and circulated in

altemate directions for 20 minutes, by closing and opening the flow control valves (Vi-l

and Yi2, Figure 4.I 1). This procedure of circulating the solution through the facility in
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different directions was repeated three times; and each time the solution was drained

completely. Later the facilit;r was fìlled with water and circulated in different directions

and was then drained f¡om the system. Water was also circulated tb¡ee times through the

system to ensure that no lrace of the chemical solution was left. The experimental facility

was then dried by blowing compressed atr (689.47 kPa) through the system.

5.2 Pressure Testing

The experimental facility was pressure tested to ensure that it had no leaks and could

withstand 10.34 MPa pressure during experiments. The ASTM (F 2164-02) standard was

taken as a guideline in conducting the pressure test. After the chemical cleaning, the

experimental facility was completely dried out and the settling chamber was reassembled

in its place. All Swagelok fittings were thoroughly checked and tightened to ensure that

the facility was completely sealed. The accumulator was also assembled back in its place

and was connected to the nitrogen gas cylinder (size-T, cylinder pressure: 18.02 MPa,

Praxair@) to test the performance ofpressure control system. A pressure gauge þressure

range: 0 to 34.47 MPa) was assembled on the test section header to monitor pressure

inside the facility during the tests (Figure 5.2).

A nitrogen gas cylinder (Size-4K, cylinder pressure: 31.02 MPa, Praxair@) was

connected to the experimental facility using flexible hose and a pressure regulator

assembly. The experimental facility \¡/as then pressurized in three stages (3.10 MPa, 5.17

MPa, and 10.34 MPa) and at each stage, a leak detection procedure were followed.

Swagelok Snoop@ liquid leak detector solution was used on the extemal surfaces of the

fittings; if there is a leak, gas bubbles buildup on the surface of the fittings. ln each stage
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of the pressurization test, the facility was left pressuri zed for 45 minutes and the pressure

inside the facility was monitored for possible pressure drop over long time intervals. Tbe

facility was finally pressurized to 10.34 MPa pressure and the supply regulator valve was

completely closed. At this stage the facility was left pressurized for about lg hours (the

rupture disk assembly on the test section is rated for 10.61 Mpa pressure). A small

decrease in pressure was observed after an l8 hour time span. After a thorough search for

Ieaks, a leak was discovered ÍÌom one of the Swagelok fittings, which was used in

assembling the accumulator. This partícular Swagelok fitting was removed and

reassembled to fix the leak. A possible reason for the Ieak could be insuffìcient tightening

of the fitting. The experimental facility was then left pressurized (at 9.65 Mpa) for 2l

days and no pressure drop was observed with the system.

Figure 5.2: P¡essure gauge assembled on the test section heade¡.
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5.3 Evacuation and Purging

In order lo cnsure that the experimental lacility is flee from air anrl moisture, the facility

was purged with carbon dioxide (grade 4.0,99.99 %o, Praxair). The ca¡bon dioxide

cylinder was con¡ected through a Swagelok fitting, on the experimental facility (Figure

5.1). A vacuum gauge (range: -30 in Hg to 206.84 kPa) was assembled near to the

settling chamber to monitor the pressure during the evacuation and purging tasks. A

Schematic drawing of the purging and evacuation system, which includes the valves and

vacuum pump, is shown in Figure 5.3. Valves that are to be operated during the purging

and evacuation procedures are as follows:

V1 - valve connected to carbon dioxide supply line (Figure 5.1)

V2 - valve cormected to the vacuum pump and purge valvejunction

V3 - valve (Needle valve)

V4 - valve (Needle valve)

V5 - valve (Quarter tum valve)

V6 - check valve (non - retum valve)

Steps for purging and evacuation of the facility:

1. Close valves (Vl, V2, V3, V4, V5)

2. Open valve Vl and supply carbon dioxide gas into the loop (at a pressure less

than 200 KPa).

3. Open valve V2 and V4 and let carbon dioxide gas pass through the facility

þurging) fo¡ fìve minutes.

4. Close valve V4.

5. Close valve V l.
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6. Open valve V3 and operate the vacuum pump to evacuate the loop (monitor the

vacuum gauge).

7. Close valve V3.

8. Close valve V2.

9. Open valve V5 This will release the vacuum pump from negative pressure and it

prevents the possibility of vacuum pump oil flowing back into the system (as

recommended by the vacuum pump manufacturer).

10. Repeat steps 2 to 7, for 4 times (cycles) to ensure that the facility is relatively fiee

f¡om air and moisture.

This procedure is to be followed each time purging and evacuation is performed on the

facility.

tl":¡.5tv4
r---l 1

llLoop iiT,-r----pipins ñ:ÌÍrØ-ñ-l .r*
-9^\_

Hot Side
iir
IT

Åv5

Vacuum
Pump

a+)

Figure 5.3: Schematic drawing showing vacuum pump and the valve scheme used for

purging and evacuation of the experimental facilify.
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CHAPTER 6

NUJT{ERICAL SIPIULATIONS

The following chapter discusses the numerical simulations carried out using the SPORTS

numerical simulation code for the present supercritical flow experimental facility

configuration and using carbon dioxide as the working fluid.

6.1 Background

Chatoorgoon (2001) has conducted numerical and anal¡ical analysis offlow stability

inside a natural circulation loop for supercritical water at 25 MPa pressure and 350 oC

temperature using the SPORTS code. From his analysis he concluded that the instability

boundary may lie near the peak of flow-power characteristic. He also pointed out that

this may be a new type of instability.

6.2 SPORTS Code

Chatoorgoon (1986) has developed a simple nonlinea¡ thennalhydraulic stability code

(SPORTS code), which was initially developed to investigate the stability of flows at low

pressure due to subcooled boiling and to perform transient simulations of

thermalhydraulic and neutron coupled dynarnics. Later Voodi (2004) has modified the

SPORTS code to make it suitable to apply for different fluids (including carbon dioxide).

The mathematics involved in the SPORTS code is beyond the scope of the present work

and the can refer to Chatoorgoon ( I 986) and Voodi (2004) for further details.
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6.3 Parametric Analysis

The objective of the numerical simulations rvork is to nnderstand the influence ofvarious

parameters on the steady-state numerical simuìations were conducted by changing each

parameter and keeping other parameters constant. The parameters that were studied in

this work are:

lnlet Temperature

Pressure

Chan¡el Inlet K Factor

Channel Outlet K Factor

The present supercritical flow experimental facility's dimensions were entered as

input data into the SPORTS input file. The Input file was also modified to simulate

carbon dioxide fluid flowing through a single heated chan¡el. The K-factor (5.97) for the

heat exchanger was calculated fíom áata provided by the manufacturer and is provided ìn

Appendix B. During the numerical simulations, the power (heating) to the channel was

limited to l5 kW as the experimental facility has limitations on the maximum amount of

DC power supplied to each chamel ( l0 kW per charurel).

The ITR factor in the SPORTS input file can be either 0 or L For the present

steady-state runs, the ITR value was set equal to zero, (if ITR is set equal to one, then the

input file is set to simulate a transient run). Other input parameters like inlet temperature

(TIN), pressure (PIN, PEX) are modified according to the simulation performed. Sixty

steady-state simulations were caried out by varying the above mentioned paÍameters

(lnlet Temperature, Pressure, Chan¡el ìnlet K factor, Chan¡el outlet K factor) and are

listed in Table 6.ì. Fo¡ the present study, the SPORTS code was modified 10 generate an
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output file with power and its corresponding flow rate in the experimental facility during

the simulation. A sampJe SPORTS code input and output fìles are provided in

Appendix B.

Table 6.1 : Numerical simulations for carbon dioxide using SPORTS code.

Cases Pressure Temperature

Channel
Inlet

K-factor

Channel
Outlet

K-factor
Unit (MPa) cc)

Cases I to l0 '7 .5 25
0,0,0,0,0,

2.5.8.10. r3
2,5,8,10, t 3,

0.0.0.0.0

Cases ll to20 '7 .5 28
0,0,0,0,0,

2.5.8.10. t 3

2,5,8,10,13,
nfìnôô

Cases 2l to 30 't.5 3l
0,0,0,0,0,

2.5.8. t 0.13
2,5,8,10,13,
nnnno

Cases 3l to 40 9.5 27
0,0,0,0,0,

2.5.8.10.13
2,5,8,10,13,
ôoônn

Cas€s 4l to 50 9.5 30
0,0,0,0,0,

2.5.8.10.13
2,5,8,10,13,
ooooo

Cases 5l to 60 9.5
0,0,0,0,0,

2.5.8.10.13
2,5,8,10,13,
00000

6.4 Discussion of Results

In this analysis Inlet temperature, pressure, chamel inlet K factor and channel outlet K

factor were the parameters studied. These simulations are helpful for better understanding

of the experimental facility and will help in conducting experiments. Results of the

steady-state simulations are presented in Appendix B. The steady-state profiles obtained

from analysis of the different parameters is presented in the frgures (6.1,6.2,6.3,6.4,6.5,

and 6.6) that follow.

Chan¡rel inlet K factor was studied for two different pressures 7.5 MPa and 9.5

MPa and by varying the inlet lemperature between 25 oC and 3l oC. The steady-state
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profiles obtained from the analysis of these cases are presented in Figure 6.1 and Figure

ó.2. From the plots it rvas obsened that for a given temperature and pressr-tre the

steady-state profiles having high channel inlet K factor ( l3) has low peak power than for

the cases with low chan¡el inlet K factor (2).

Influence of the channel outlet K factor on the system was also studied at 7.5 MPa

and 9.5 MPa pressures and by varying the inlet temperature between 25 oC to 3 I oC. The

steady-state profiles obtained Íìom the analysis are pìotted in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6'4.

From the analysis, it was noticed that for a given temperature and pressure the

steady-state profiles having high channel outÌet K factor (13) has high peak power than

for the cases with low channel outlet K lactor (2).

The effect of the temperature was plotted in Figures 6.5 and 6.6' It was observed

that the steady-state profile having high inlet temperature has low peak power than for the

case with low inlet temperature and other factors (pressure, channel inlet K factor and

channel outlet K factor) remaining constant.

These simulations are helpful ín understanding the behavior of the system or the

experimental facility under various conditions. From the simulations it is suggested to

conduct experiment with channel outlet K factor (13), channel inlet K factor (0), inlet

temperature (31 "C) and pressure (7.5 MPa). This particular case has a low peak power

(5 kW) from the steady-state profile.
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Figure 6.1: Steady-state profiles at 7.5 MPa pressure and zero channel outlet K factor.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION AND P.ECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Conclusion

In this work, an experimental facility was designed and constructed for studying the

behavior of supercritical fluids. Pre-experimental procedures such as chemical cleaning

and leak tests were performed. Pressure testing was also conducted to verifli the pressure

rating ( I 0 MPa) of the facility for future carbon dioxide experimenrs. .with the

modifications suggested in section 4.14, lhe current experimental facility can also be

employed to conduct experiments using water as the rvorking fluid at supercritical

condition.

Using the SPORTS code, sixty numerical simulations were conducted. The code

'was set up to simulate the experimental facility using carbon dioxide as the working fluid

flowing in a single channel distributed heat system. The chan¡el inlet K factor, chamel

outlet K factor, inlet temperature and pressure were studied.

7.2 Recommendations

Preliminary testing of the individual systems heat removal system, pressure control

system, and data acquisition system has to be performed before conducting full scale

experìments. After fine tuning of the experìmental facility, insulation has to be provided

to prevent heat loss from the experimental facility. Extension of the numerical

simulations, a complete stability analysis may be conducled to better understand rhe
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stability of the system using the SPORTS code. Numerical simulations can be further

extended to study water as a rvorking fluid.

7.3 Future work

The present supercritical flow experimental facility can be employed to conduct a wide

range of experiments apart from stability studies. The supercritical flow experimental

facility may be modified to conduct heat transfe¡ and pressure drop characteristics, flow-

field mapping and water corrosion studies.
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4.1 Torque Calculations for loading Flanges with Gaskets

The supercritical flow experimenial facility was constructed using flange-and-gasket

assemblies. Two different size flanges 31.75 mm and 25.4 mm (1.25 in and I in) were

used with the flexitalic gaskets. The sealing principle common to gaskets is that a

material is clamped between two surfaces being sealed. The clamping force (load) is

large enough to deform the gasket material and hold it in tight contact even rvhen the

pressure attempts 1o open the gap between the surfaces. The ASME code (ASME Code

Section VIII Division I, Appendix 2, Rules for Bolted Flange Connections with Ring

Type Gaskets) was used to calculate the amount oftorque to be applied to keep the joints

leak proof and pressure tight.

Figure A.l shows the schematic drawing of the gasket used with the 24.5 mm

(lin.) flange assemblies. Sample calculations are provided here for loading a 24.5 mm

(lin) size flange and gasket assembly rated for l0 MPa pressure. All the factors that are

used in the calculation are obtained from the above mentioned reference.

The minimum initial bolt load required is obtained from the formula

14,,2 =3.l4bGy

Where 11,,,, is the minimum required bolt load for gasket seating, lb

å is the effective gasket orjoint-contact surface seating width, in

G is the diameter, in.

-------(A)

Wlren óo <l/4in., G: mean diameter of gasket contact face, in.

When åo > | / 4in., G= outside diameter of gasket contact face less 2å , in.

Where åo is basic gasket seating width, ìn.

y : gasket orjoint-contact surface unit seating load, psi.
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The required bolt load for the operating conditions lcl., is determined in accordance with

the formula 1V,,,, = H + Hr=t.785c'?P+(2bx3.i4Gmp) -------(B)

Where 11 ís the total hydrostatic end force (0.tgSG, p),lf)

F1p is the total joint contact surface compression load (2bx3.l4Grtp) ,lb

P is the internal design pressure, psi.

rr is the gasket factor

(from Table 2-5.1 of 1989 Section VIlt - Division l, ASME)

For the present design P is 2200 psi ( l0 MPa x 1.5(factor ofsafety): l5 Mpa)

G is 0.925 in (23.5mm)

åo is 0.1535 in (3.8mm)

¡n is 2.5 (for spiral wound metal)

Substituting these values into eqùation (B) we obtain Iy,¡

) w.t = H + H o = 0.185c'z P + (2b x3.14Gmp)

= W,, = 0.7 85(0.92Ð'? 2J00 + (2;r0. I 535-r3.1 4x0 -925 x2.5x230O)

> W,, = 6671.94tb (2.9678x104N )

Nominal diameter of the bolt used in loading the gasket and flange assembly is 0.74g in

(l9mm)

Torque (1 ) : 66'7 1.94 x 0.748 lbin

T = 4,990.6t lbin (563.8124Nm)
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Figure A.l: Schematic drawing of gasket used with 24.5mm ( I in.) flange assemblies.

4.2 Manual Opening Procedure for Electro-Pneumatic Valves

The electro pneumatic valves (8 nos.) require a pneumatic supply and 4 to 20 mA of

input signal to operate. These valves can also be operated manually in the case the DAS

fails to operate them. There are two pneumatic hose comections fìom the

transducerþositioner to the actuator of the flow regulating system which can be

connected to a pneumatic supply line inorder to operate them. Figure A.2 shows the

pneumatic ports on the actuator and Figure 4.3 shows the hose with the JIC fitting used

in this process. Following are the steps to be followed in manually operating the

electro-pneumatic valves:

I . Disconnect the two pneumatic hose comections from the transducer.

2. comect the JIC union to the female JIC fitting, which is con¡ected to the actuator.

3. Supply a flow of air at 690 kPa pressure for few seconds.

4. The valve will be opened and the indicator dome on top of the valve assembly tums

green indicating that the valve is in open position.

5. Replace the pneumatic hose con¡ections back in their respective locations.
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Figure 4.2: Pneumatic hose connecting the transducer and the actuator ofthe flow

regulating valves.

Figure 4.3: Pneumalic hose with Swagelok and JIC male union fittings used in manual

opening of the flow regulating valves.
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4.3 Disconnecting the Settling Chamber from the Experimental Facility

The settling chamber of the experimental facility can be disassembled from the facility by

removing the screws fiom the code 62 fittings. During the chemical cleaning procedure,

the settling chamber was removed from the experimental facility and the facility was

resealed by using Teflon and stainless steel square strips. The facility was completely

sealed by sandwiching teflon strìp between the fittings and the stainless steel plate.

Figure 4.4 shows the disassembled settling chamber Íìom the experimental facility and

the facility port sealed, using teflon and stainless steel strips.

Figure 4.4: Picture showing discon¡ected setting chamber from the experimental facility.
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4.4 Supercritical Flow Experimental Facility Operating lnstructions

After the chemical cleaning, purging and evacuation procedures are completed, the

experimental facility is set to conduct experiments. Any given experiment must be

completely designed first before follorving the facility operating instructions8.

Experimental facility operating instructions:

Step l: Sv/itch on the main power supply (Figure.A.5.a) located in the electrical room.

Step 2: Switch on the AC-DC power converter (Figure.A.5.b) and set the porver input

(0 to 30kW) to the experimental facility. The voltage and current readings can be

monitored on this power converter (rectifier).

Step 3: Switch on the main circuit breaker switch (Figure.A.5.c).

Step 4: Switch on the individual circuit breaker for channels (Figure.A.5.d). Either one

channel or any two channels or ttn'ee channels may be switched on as needed.

Step 5: Switch on the power (Figure.A.5.e) to the chiller.

Step 6: Switch on the chiller (Figure.A.5.f) and set the required chill water outlet

conditions.

Step 7: Switch on the power to the control panel (Figure.A.5.g) of the heat removal

system and program it for the required heat removal rate.

Step 8: Switch on the data acquisition system (Figure.A.5.h) and set the program to

record the temperature and pressure readings during the experiment.

Step 9: Switch on the air compressor (Figure.A.5.i) and set the required outlet pressure.

8 Trouble shooting for any of these control panels and in-depth operating instructions are available in their
respective manuals and rvith supercritical florv experimental facility operational manual.
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Step l0: Switch on the test section breaker (Figure.A.5j) for a corresponding experiment

(single chamel / double chan¡el / triple chan:nel)l any of the three test tubes may be

powered.

Figure 4.5.a Figure 4.5.b Figure 4.5.c

Figure 4.5.d Figure 4.5.e Figure 4.5.f

Fizure 4.5.s Fizure ,A..5.h Fieure A..5.i

Figure A.5: Various control panels on the supercritical flow experimental facility



4.5 Pressurizing the Experimental Facility with Garbon dioxide

This section describes the procedures to be followed in pressurizing the experimental

facility with carbon dioxide. After pre-experimental procedure the experimental facility

was pressurizing with carbon dioxide (working fluid).

The following steps are to be followed when pressurizing the experimental facility with

carbon dioxide.

Steps to be followed:

Step l: Close valve V2 on the experimental facility (Figure 5.3).

Step 2: Connect gas booster to valve V¡ (Figure 5.1) through a stainless steel braided

flexible hose.

Step 3: Connect the pneumatic supply to the gas booster and regulate the supply air

pressure as required (620 kPa).

Step 4: Connect the carbon dioxide gas cylinder to the gas booster. Use the gas regulator

provided on the cylinder to regulate the gas outlet pressure.

Step 5: Open valve V¡.

Step 6: Purge the gas regulator during changing the gas cylinders. Two gas cylinders (K-

size, grade 4.0, Praxair@) are required to fì11 the experimental facility to 8.2 MPa

( I 200 psi).

Step 7: Close valve V¡ when designed pressure is achieved within the facility (monitor

pressure gauge/absolute pressure gauge on DAS).

Step 7: Disconnect the gas booster assembly fiom the valve V1



4.6 Swagelok Tube Fittings

Swagelok compression fittings were used extensively in the construction of the

supercritical experimental facility. These fittings were chosen for their wide range of

application and easy installation. However proper understanding and installation of these

fittings is necessary before selecting and using these compression fittings (the author has

successfully completed a Swagelok tube fitting installatione training course).

Swagelok tube fitting is a flareless, mechanical-grip fìtting consisting of a body,

nut, front fem¡le and back fem:le. Figure 4.6 shows the Swagelok tube fitting (male

connector) with tube inserted into the Swagelok nut. Front and back fem¡les in the nut

compress the tube and provide the necessary mechanical grip and sealing. Further

instructions on the usage of various Swagelok fittings and on assembly instructions may

be found in the Swagelok tube fitter's manual.

Figure 4.6: Schematic drawing of Swagelok tube fìtting

e http,//*-w.srua gelok.con/FitringlnstailVideo.htm.
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4.7 Supercritical Flow Experimental Facility pictures

Figure ,A..7: Photographs ofsupercritical flow experimental facility (l)
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Figure 4.8: Photographs ofsupercritical flow experimental facility (ll).



4.8 List of Materials Procured

Major System

1 Loop piping

2 Test Section

Heat Removal

System

Control

List ofmaterial procured by author

1 1/4" 316 SS Socket weld elbow joints

1 114" 316 SS Socket tee weld joints
1 114" x 112" 316 SS Socketweld reducing
coupìing

1 1/4" 316 SS weld neck flanges

1/8" 316 SS Threaded couplings

1/4" 316 SS Threaded coupl¡ngs

1 114" 304 SS Gaskets

1/4" 3'16 SS Plugs

1/4" 316 SS Nuts

1/4" 316 SS Male adapters

1/4" 3'16 SS Female connector

1/8" 316 SS Male connectors

1/8" 3'16 SS Plugs

1/2" PB lnconel rupture discs

1/2" 316 SS Tube

r/z J ro ùù trroow luoe ltllngs
1/2" 3'16 SS Tee tube f¡tt¡ng

112" x314" 316 SS Reducer tube fitting

1 114" x112" 316 SS Reduc'ng adapter
'l12" 316 SS Plugs

3/4" SS 316 Tube

3/4' SS 316 Elbow tube fitting

1/2" 316 SS Ferrule sets (front and back)

3/4" 316 SS Ferrule sets (front and back)

1/8" 316 SS Plugs

1/8" 316 SS Nuts

1/8" 316 Fenule sets (front and back)

1/8" 316 SS Tube

Propylene glycol

1 1/4" Rubber hose

1 'l /4" 31ô SS Male connectors

I 114'316 SS Female connector
'l 114" 316 SS Union elbow

1 1/4" 304 Coupling
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4 Pressure Control System

5 Settling Cliamber

6 Carbon dioxide Supply

Electro-Pneumatic

Valves

Data Acquisition System

and Instrumentation

Power Supply

1 1/4" Hose barb

1 114" 304 SS Nipple

1 114" 304 SS Hex union

1/4' 316 SS braided hose

CGA 580 F¡tting

1/4" Check valve

Gas botlle

1 1/4" Code 61 f¡ttings sets

1 114" 316 SS Ball valves

CGA 320 Fitting

429 High pressure gas regulator

1/4" Brass Purge valve

1/4" SS Braided hoses

1/4" 316 SS Female connector

9/16'- 18 x 1/4" FNPT adapters

Gas Booster

1/4' 316 SS Male connector

1/4'316 SS Female adapter

1/4" 316 SS Check vatve

1/4" 316 SS Needle valve

112" x 114" 316 SS Reducer

Air Compressor

3/8" Rubber hose

3/8" Coalescing f¡lter

3/8" Pneumatic regulator

3/8" Brass Tee tube fittings

3/8" Brass Union tube fittings

3/8" Brass Male connectors

3/8" Brass Hose barb fittings

3/8" Brass ball valve

1/4" Pressure gauge 
.

Thermocouple wiring

Thermocouple connecting plugs

Surge protected extension cords

Emergency power shutdown switches
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10 Support Structure

11 Evacuation System

C - Channels (carbon steel)

1/2" Threaded rod

Fasteners (various general purpose)

Poly carbonate sheets

Steel channels and struts

1 114" x 112" 316 SS socket weld adapter

1/2" 316 SS Needle valve

112" x 114" 316 SS Reducer

1/4" 316 SS Female adapter

1/4" SS Gauge (Vacuum)
'1l4'' SS Gauge - Pressure
'112" x318" NPT 3'16 SS Nipple

3/8" 316 SS Needle valves

3/8" 316 SS Tee fittìngs

3/8' 316 SS Port connector

3/8' 316 SS Flex¡ble hose

3/8" 316 SS Tube

3/8" 316 SS Check valve

3/8" 316 SS Ferrule set (Front and back)

1/8" x 3/8" 316 SS Reducer

Carbon dioxide gas detector

1 114316 SS Habonim ball valve repair kits

'l 114 316 SS Habonim ball valves

l/2" Threaded rods

Compressor oil

Vacuum pump oil

Carbon dioxide gas cylinders

Nitrogen gas cylinders

Heating tape

Swagelok and Parker f¡ttings

General purpose fasteners

Electrical contract works

Welding

Tube lìtting

Swâgelok f ¡ttings installation

Pressure transducers calibration

95

12 Safety Features

Miscellaneous Devices

14 Services



Pressure test¡ng

Chemical cleaning

Chillei lnstallation

Chiller exhaust duct work

Electrical power exhaust duct work
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B,1 Numerical Simulation

Sample Input file used in performing numerical simulations using carbon dioxide and

supercritical fl orv experimental facility confi guration.

8.1.1 lnput File

/C'1SE ÏTLE

/TITLE NAME
tt!
TIfLE Cãndu X Sþbihy Assessftnr

/OPTIONS DATA
t--.----
/IOO IOUT IPLOT IPLOT6 NSUBC NOSV NHEAT ICHF
tt!!!l!!
100 I1600000
/]OO ITR NOPT ]FOPT NEXP NRES IPLT KOPT
tt!!ll!ll
r00 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
/IOI HCI 1IC2 ITYPE NCH
ttl!!
tot 2.0 lo I I

/GEOMETRIC DAT^ (HR geom)

I2OO NREC CHK
ttt!
200 l0 .04
/20r(250) RLEN 

^ 
DE ANGLE NSEC-I

lt!!
201 1.375 4.0'16e 4 .02218 0 14

20t 0.895 l.8l9e-4 .01522 0 9
20t 3.021 l.3l?e-4 .01295 0 30
201 0.E95 L8l9e-4 .01522 0 9
20t 1.285 4.076e4 .02218 0 l3
201 t.02Ð 4.O76e4 .02278 90. l0
201 3.180 4.076c-4 .02278 0 14
2Ot .7ll 8.302e-2 .325t2 0 7

2Ol 3.380 4.0?óc.4 .02278 0 34

201 1.020 4.076.-4 .022?8 -90. l0
1299 IRPT NCOD TFA TRK TRUFF
tl!!!l!
299
299
299
299
299
299
299 30

0.000
0.0 0. 0

000
000
000
000

000
000
00.0
000
0.0 0.0 0
00 0.0 0

I1.000
000
0 ¡0. 0

299 4
299 I

299 4

299 4

299 l
299 8

299 r0
299 34

299 ? 40 -1.0 0.851 0
2993430.000
299 t0 3 00 0 0
299000000000
299000000000

,ßOUNDARY CONDJTIONS

ßOO POW TIN FLOìV PIN PEX ZIN
l\t!!!l!
300 .25 28. .08 15.82 75.Ê2
I3OI RIìOFLG TFLG PRFLG N2PH
tt!!!!
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DELKF/
DT FSDT R/\I,IP

ll!
02 ts.o 0 8.0r

FPOW STIDPOW SDTDLY REACTIR SHDRTY

R-ADG RÀDT

8.1.2 Output File

+ SPORTS PACX,{CE
+ COPY OF IISER INPIJT TO SPORTS {

CARD
NIIMBER CARDìM-AGE

r r0 20 30 40 50 ó0 70 80 90 t00 lr0
.......v....... v. .__...v._.......v.._......v_........v......_..v.........v.........v..... ..v.... .. v.........v.._..

r**++ /CASETITLE

+.... /.nTLE N^ME
ttr.+ |
00001 TITLE CaMu-X Slabilily Assessrìenr

+r*++ /oP' oNs DAT^

I+*++ /IOO IOUT IPLOT IPLOÎó NSI.'BC NOSV NIIEAT ICHF*+**./ ! ! ! | | ! ! |

00002 r00 l I 60 0 0 0 0..**: /IOO ITR NOPT IFOPT NEXP NRES IPLT KOPT
*+t*. | | ! ! ! I | ! !

00003 r00 0 0 0 0 0 I 0.}... /IOI HCI HC2 IryPE NCH..*.. / M I

000û1 lOt 2.o 3.o I I

.¡..+ /GEOMETRIC DATA (ttR seom)

NREG CHK
!!
l0 .04

RLEN A DE ANGLE NSECT
!!!!r

t.175 4.O76e4 .02278 0 14

0.895 l.8l9e-4 .01522 0 9
3.021 1.317è4 -01295 0 l0
0 895 | 819e4 01522 0 9

1285 4.076..4 .02218 0 13

1.020 4.016N4 .02278 90. l0
3.380 4.076€4 .02278 0 34
.7ll 8.3O2e-2 .32512 0 1

3.380 4.076e4 .02278 0 34
1.020 4.0?óe4 -02278 -90. l0
IRPT NCOD TFÄ TRX TRUTF
!!!!!

..+*. /200

00005 200
*t+** /201{250)

0000ó 20r
00007 20t
00008 20t
00009 20t
00010 20t
000r I 201

000t2 201
00013 201

000t4 201
000t5 20r
+++,. n99

00016 299
000t? 299
00018 299
00019 299
00020 299
00021 299

0.000
0-0 0. 0
000
000
00.0
000
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00022 299
w)23 299
ffi024 299
æo25 299
00026 299
uN27 299
00028 299
00029 299
00010 299
000tr 299
ø0032 299
00011 299
00034 299
00035 299

0

0
0

0

0
00000
00000

1.0 0
00
0 t0.
00
00
00.
00
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
-t.0 0.853
0.0 0

0.0 0
00
00

40
3

l
0
0

l0
34

7
l4
l0
0
0

..1.+ /BOUNDARY CONDITTONS

.+++r /100 Pow TtN FLowr.*+*/ l ! | !

000t6 300 .25 28. .08 7s.E2
I*++' /3OI RHOFLG TFLG PRFLG
.r..* / ! ! | ! I

00017 l0r 0.000 0.0 5.0 2

..+r¡ ¡TRANSIENI DATÀ

*.... I DELXf/.*+" /4OO DT FSDT RAMI FPOW SI1DPOW SDTDLY RI]ACTIR SHDRTYr.++*t !!!!!!M
00038 400 .o2 75.0 0 8.0r

.r*** /FUEL MODEL DATA

**+*+ /5OO NIPINS(TOÐ PINLEN RADS RADG R^DF**.*+/ ! ! ! ! ! !

00039 500 r 3.02r .039250 .03925 01925
+.+*. /5OI CPF DENI HG T}ICF fiCS RCTE},IP RFTËNIP

PIN PEX ZIN
!

75.E2

N2P}I

hr*+ / | | ! !

NODE AREÀ LENCTH PO\!'ER RESTRICTJON CRAVIry SECTION SECNON
MIMBER M2 M DISTRIBIJT¡ON I-OSS COEFF INDFJ{ COT'T NAMF

00040 501 450.0 5430.0 r.0E90 t52 220. 40. 40.

+++*. /NËUTRON KÌNENC DATA (SITIM PLATES INSERTED)

00041
I .+I+' WAR\ln\rG co€ffici€Drs a¡d thei¡ respecrivèpowèß (cùd srcup 299) records IDonly âre read
I

SIJMMÀRY OF INPttT DATA ì Candu-X Slabil¡ly Àssessn¿nl

00001 0.407600E-03 0.9821438-01 0.000000E+00 0.0û0000E+00 0.000000E+a¡C 00001 RISËR
00002 0.4076008,03 0.982r4tE,or 0.000t100E+00 0.0000008+00 0 000000E+00 00001 RtsER
00003 0.407600E-03 0.982141E-01 0.000000E+00 0.0tl0t]00E+00 0.000000E+ 00 00001 RISER
00004 0.40?600E-03 0.9821438 0l 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00001 RISER
00005 0.407600E-03 0.982143E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00001 RtsER
00006 0.40?6008,03 0.982141E,0r 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00003 RISER
00007 0.40?ó00E-03 0.982143E-01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.00t)0t)0E+00 tj000l RISER
00008 0.40?ó00E-03 0.98214rÈ,0ì 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0.000000Ë+00 00003 RtsER
00009 0-407ó00E-01 0.982 143E,0 t 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0.000000E+00 00003 RISER
00010 0.407ó00E-03 0.982143E-01 0.0000008+00 0.0000008+00 0.000000E+00 00001 R¡SER
000ll 0.407600E-03 0.982t43E-0r 0 000000f,+ 00 0.000000E+ 00 0.0000008+ 00 00003 RìSER
00012 0 407600E-03 0.982143E-0 ¡ 0.000000E+ 00 0.00t1000E+ 00 0.t)00000[+ û0 00r¡ß RìSER
000r3 0.407600E-03 0.982r43E-0r 0.0000008+00 0 000000E+00 0.000c100E+00 00001 RJSER
00014 0.407ó0oE-01 0.982143E-01 0.0t),C0tÐE+00 0.000000E100 0 000000E+00 00003 RISER
00015 0.407600E-03 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0-000000E+ m 0.00t10008+00 00002 BOLINDARY
000¡6 0. t 8 t 900E 03 0-994444E-0 t 0.000000E+00 0 000000E+00 0.000000E+ 00 00001 RISER
000t? 0. t8 t900E-03 0.994444E-0 r 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+ 00 0.000000E+00 00003 RtsER
00018 0.l8l900E-03 0.994444Ë-01 0.000000E+00 0 0tl,D000E+00 0.00t)0t)0E+00 00003 RISER
00019 0.181900E-03 0.994444E 01 0.000000Ë+Cr0 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0o0ol RISER
00020 0.181900Ë-01 0 994444E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00003 RISER
00021 0.181900E-01 0.994444E-0Ì 0.000000È+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00003 RISER
00022 0.181900E-03 0.994444E,0r 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00003 RtsER
00023 0. t 81900E-01 0.994444E-0 t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 00003 RrsER
00024 0.181900E-03 0.994444E-01 0.000C1008+00 0.000m0E+rm 0.4¡c0Cl00E+00 00001 RISER
00025 0.rEr900E-03 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0.000000E+00 00002 BoUNDARY
00026 0.131700E-03 0.100700E+00 0.100000E+01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00001 HEAT.SEC
00027 0. r3 r ?00E-03 0.100700E+ 00 0. r 00000E+ 0l 0 000000E+ 00 0.000000E+ 00 0000t HEAT.SEC
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00028 0.¡31700E-030.100700E+000.100000E+0t 0.0000008+00 0.tim000E+00 00001 IJEAÎSEC
00029 0.r3r700E030.t007008+000.t00000E+0t 0.000000E+00 0 000000E+00 0000r HEAISEC
00030 0. r r r 7008,03 0 100700E+00 0. t 00000E+01 0.000000E+ 00 0.000000E+00 0000r HEAT.SEC
0003r 0_ B r 700E-03 0. r007008+00 0.1000008+01 0.00cx1008+00 0.000000E 00 0000t lIEAT.sEc
00012 0.t3t700E-030.r00700E+000.r00000E+0t 0.0000008+00 0 0000008+00 0000t HEAT.SEC
00033 0.r3r?00E-0r 0.r00700E+00 0.r00000E+0r 0.0000008+00 0.000000E+00 00001 HEArsEc
00034 0.131700E-010.100?00E+000.t0O000E+0r 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0000r HE^T.SEC
00035 0. t31700E-03 0. r00700E+00 0. r00000E+0 t 0.000000E+ 00 0.0000008+00 0000r HEAT.SEC
0003ó 0. r3 r 700E 0l 0. t00700E+ 00 0. | 000008+0 | 0.000000E+ 00 0.000000E+00 0000r ìÌEATSEC
0003? 0. ¡ 3 I 700E-03 0.100700E+00 0 |00tX)0E+0r 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0000r HE^T.sEc
00038 0.t3t ?00E-03 0. r00?00E+00 0.1000008+0t 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0000t HEÂT.sEc
00039 0.t31?008-010.100?008+000.100000E+0r 0.0000008+00 0.000000E+00 0000t HEATSEC
00040 0.8r700E-030.t00?00E+000.t00000E+0r 0.000000E+ 00 0.000000E+00 00001 HEÀT.sEc
0004t 0.t3t?00E-03 0.r00700E+00 0. t00000E+0 t 0.000000Ê+ 00 0.000000E+00 0000t HËAT.sEc
00042 0. r3 r 7008 0l 0. t00700E+00 0. t 00000E+ 0 ¡ 0.000000E+ 00 0.000000E+00 0000r HE^T.sEc
00043 0.131700E-03 0.100?00E+000.t000008+01 0.000000E+00 0.000000Er 00 0000t HE^T.SEC
00044 0.t3t700E-030.100700E+000.100000E+0t 0.000000E+00 0 0000008+00 00001 HEAT.SEC
00045 0.r3r7008010100?00E+000.r00000E+0r 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0000r HEATSEC
00046 0_ r 3 t 700E-03 0. r007008+trc 0. t00000E+0 t 0.000000E+ 00 0 000000E+00 00001 HEAT.SEC
0004? 0.131700E.o3 0. r00700E+ 00 0. r00000E+0 t 0.0000008+ 00 0.0000008+00 0000t HEAT.SEC
00048 0 I I t 700E-03 0. r00700E+00 0. t00000E+0 r 0.000000E+ 00 0 0000tÐEr 00 0000t rIEAT.sEc
00049 0.t3r700E-030.r00700E+000.t00000E+0t 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0000t H[ArsEC
00050 0.r3r700E,010.¡00700E+000100000E+0r 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0000r HEAT.SEC

SIJMMARY OF INPUI DATA :Cædu-X Srabiliry AsessÍì€nt

NODE AREA
NIIMBER M2

LENGTH PO!vTR RESTRICTION CRAvtry SECTION SECTION
M DISTRIBUTON LOSS COEFF. INDEX CODE NAME

0005 r

00052
00053
00054
00055
0005ó
00057
00058
00059
00060
0006r
00062
00063
00064
00065
00066
00067
00068
00069
000?0
0007 r

00072
000?3
000?4
00075
0007ó
00077
000?8

0.|3I?00E 03 0.I00700E+00 0.I00000E+01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00001 IIE^T.SEC
0. r 3 r 700E 03 0. t 00700E+00 0. t00000E+0 t 0.000000E+ 00 0_000000E+00 0000r HEÀÎ.s[c
0.l I t 7gùE-03 0. r 00700E+00 0. I00000E+ 0 r 0.000000Ë+00 0.000000E+00 0000r HEAIsÈc
0. t 3 t 700E-03 0. r 00700E+00 0. ¡000008+0 t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0000t HEAT.SEC
0.r3r700E 0l0.100?008+00 0.t00000E+0r 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0000r ÌtEAT.sEc
0.131700E-03 0.000000E+00 0-0000008+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00002 BOUND^RY
0.181900E-03 0.994{44E-01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00001 RISER
0.1819008-03 0.994444E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 00003 RISER
0. r 8l9mE-01 0.9944! 4E-0t 0.0000008+00 0.000000E+t 0 0.tim0coE+00 00t103 RISER
0.181900E030.9944448.¡1 0.00000ÐE+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00001 RISER
0. ¡ E I900E-03 0.994444E-01 0.0000008+00 0. 1000008+02 0.000000E+00 0000i RISER
0.181900E-03 0.994444E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0000t RtsER
0.r819008.01 0.994444E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00003 RISER
0-181900E-03 0.994444E 01 0.000000E+r¡C 0.0t)0000E+00 0.000000E+00 00003 RISER
0.18 r 9008-01 0.994-444 E-0 t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000[+00 0000] RISER
0.r81900E-03 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000[+00 00002 BOIJNDARY
0.40?ó00E-03 0.988462E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0.0000008100 00001 RtsFR
0.40?ó00E 01 0.98 84 62E-0 r 0_000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00003
0.407600E-03 0.988462E.0r 0 000000E+00 0 000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00003

RISER
R!SER
RISER
RISER
R]SER
R-ISER
R]SER
RISER
RISER
RISER
R]SER
R]SER
RISER
RJSER

RISER
RISER
ruSER
R]SER
RISER
RISER
RISER
RISER

RISER

0.407600E-03 0.9884ó2E-01
0.4076008,01 0 988462E-01

0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0 000000E+00 00003
00003
00001
00003
00003
00003
00003
00001
00003
00003
00001
00001
00001
00003
00003
00003
00001
00001
00003
00003

00001

0 407600E-03 0.988462Ê,01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
0.40?ó00E-¡3 0.988462E-01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
0.407ó00E-03 0.988462E-0r 0 000000E+00 0_000000E+00 0.000000E+00
0.407ó00E-03 0.9884628-0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0 000000E+00
0.4076008,01 0.988462E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000Ë+00
0.407600E.¡3 0.988462E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000Ë+00 0.0iJ0000E+ûc
0-407600E-03 0.9884ó2E-0r 0_000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
0 40?600E-03 0.988462E-0t 0.0tj0t¡c0E+00 0.000000E+00 0 000000E+00

00080 0.40?ó00E 03 0. ì 02000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0. t 00000F_+ 0l
00081 0.407600E-03 0.102000E+00 0.000000E+00 0 0otnûJE+tX) 0.1000008+0ì
00082 0.407600E-03 0102000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0 t00000[+0t
00083 0.407600E-03 0. t 02000E+ 00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+ 00 0. r00000E+01
00084 0.407600E{l 0. r02000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+ 00 0 t00000E+ 0l
00085 0.407600Þ03 0.:02000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0. t 00000Ë+ 0l
00086 0 407ó008-03 0. t 02000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+ 00 0. t 000008+ 0 ì
00087 0.407ó00E-03 0.t02000E+00 0.000000E+tÌ0 0.0000008+00 0.1000008+0t
00088 0.407600E-03 0. t02000E+ 00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+ 00 0. r00000E+0 t
00089 0.407600E-03 0. r02000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0 I0000oE+0 r

00090 0.407600E-03 0.994 r I 8E-01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0_000000E+00
00091 0.40?ó00E-03 0.9941 l8E-0 t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+ 00
00092 0.4076008-03 0.994t I 8E,0r 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
00091 0.407ó00E-03 0.994 t I 8E-0 t 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0.000000E+ 00
00094 0.407ó008-01 0.994 t I 8E-01 0.000000E+ 00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
00095 0.407ó00E-03 0.994n8E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+000.000000E+00
0009ó 0.40?ó00E 03 0.994I I8E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000Ë+00
0009? 0.407600E-03 0.994 t l8E 0l0.0000008+00 0.0000008+00 0.0000008+00
00098 0.4 07ó00E-03 0.994 t I 8E-01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.tyù00008.+ 00

00001 RISER
OOOO3 NSER
OOOO3 RISER
00003 RrsER
00001 RISER
OOOO3 IÙSER
00003 RtsER
00003 RtsER
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00099 0.407600E-03 0.994r t8E 0l 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
00r00 0.407ó00E 03 0.994¡r8E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+ 00 0.000000E+ 00

I

SUMMâRY OF DIPU-I DA]A : Candu-X Srabititv ,¡\ssesstu nr

00001 RISER
OOOOS R]SER

NODE
NTJMBER

AREA LENGTH POWER RISTRICTION GR-AVITY SICTION SECTIONM2 M DISTRìBUTION LOSS COEFF. INDEX CODE NAME

00r0t 0.40?ó00E 0l0.994n8E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0.000000E+00 00003 RtsER00t02 0.407ó00E,01 0.994 88-0 r 0 000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00001 ruirn
00101 0.407600E-03 0.9941 ¡ 88,0 t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0 000000E+00 00001 äiÈR
00104 0.407600E 0r 0.994 r I BE-01 0.000000E+00 0 oooooo r*oo o ooooooe*oo ooóoi iùÃm00r05 0.407ó00E-03 0.994¡t8E-0r 0 r100000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 000ói ijã¡r00r0ó 0.407600E-01 0.994 t r8E-0¡ 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0 0000008+00 0000i ir¡srn
00t07 0.407ó008 0l 0.9941 I 8E_0 t 0.0a)0000E+00 o.ooooooe*oo o ooooooe*oo ooòol ilð¡n00t08 0.407ó00E-03 0.994 8E-0r 0.000000E+00 0.r100000E+00 0.000000E+ 00 0000i iiãrn
00109 0.4076008-03 0.994tr8E,01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0 000000Ë+00 00001 iùs¡n00ll0 0.40?ó00E-03 0.994 t ¡ 8E-0 t 0.000000E+00 0.00t]000E+00 0.000000E+00 00001 ntÀ¡n00 ¡ 0.407600E-03 0.994r¡8E-0t 0.000000E+00 0 000000E+00 0.000000E+00 000c; ËJsrn00n2 0_407600E,01 0.994 t t8E-0r 0_000000E+00 0.0ooooo¡*oo o.oooooor*oo ooooi mi¡n00¡r3 0.407600E-03 0.9941 r 8E-0 t 0 000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0 000000E+00 0oóól ilio,,
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001t5 0 4 07600E-01 0.994 ¡ l8E-0 r 0 000000E+00 0.ooooooe*oo o oooooo¡*oo oooo¡ ms¡n.00Iló 0.407600E-03 0.994 t r 8E-0 t 0.000000E+ 00 0.0000008+00 0.000000E+00 00003 iui¡n0o ? 0.407ó00E 0r 0.994 r rBE-01 0.000000E+00 0 000000E+ co 0.000000E+00 0000; iùi¡n00 8 0.4076008-03 0.994D8E-0r 0_000000Ë+00 0 0ooooo¡*oo o.oooooornoo oooo¡ miir00u9 0.40?600E-03 0.994¡ r8E 0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 ooóói iuðin00t20 0.407600E-01 0.994 r ¡ BE-01 0.000000E+00 0 000000E+c0 0.000000E+ 0ó ó00õi iùÃLn00t2t 0.407600E-030.994n8E-OI 0.000000E+000.0ooooo¡*ooo.ooooooenoo ooooi rtsln
00122 0.40?600E_03 0.9941 l8E-0¡ 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0oóó3 iùÃi,,r
00123 0.40?600Ê-03 0.994 r r BE_01 0.000000E+00 0.00oooor*oo o.oooooo¡noo oooo¡ mi¡n00r24 0.407600E-03 0.000000E+ 00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 00002 ¡btñ¡ÁRv00r25 0.830200E-0r 0.t0t5?¡E+00_.100000E+0t 0.85311008+00 0.000000Ê+00 oooqî rn¡i¡x.
00126 0.810200E-0r 0.l0l57tE+00-.r00000E+0t 0 8s:oooe*oo o.oooooo¡*oo Ooòið Ìõ;; Ð(00t27 0.810200E-01 0. r0 r 571E+00 ,. i 00000E+01 0.851000E+00 0 000000E+00 ooocó llEli Ex.00r28 0.810200E-0t 0.i0t5?tE+00 _.1000008+01 0.85i00oE+00 0.000000E+ 00 ooóqó ilr,ritx.00r29 0.830200E-0r 0.r0rszrE+00_.ro00o0E+0¡ 0.853000E+00 0.000000Er00 ooocó ;{ iEx.
00130 0.8r0200E-0t 0. t 01571E+00 -.I00000E+01 0.853000E+00 0.000000E+00 ooøo x¡nirx.00t3¡ 0.810200Ë0t 0.l0l57tE+00-.r0o00oE+0t 0.853000E+00 0.000000E+00 ooo¿ó n¡ii ex.00r32 0.810200E,01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0.000000E+00 iloooz ¡ãuio¡nv00l]3 0.407600E-01 0.9941 r 8E-01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0 000000E+ 00 0000t Rl¡;R
00134 0.407ó00E 0l 0.9941t8E-01 0.000000E+00 0.000oooe*oo o.oooooor*oo ooooi n¡iin0or35 0.407600E-03 0.994¡ t8E-0r 0.000000Ë+00 0.000000E+00 0 000000E+00 00004 iuÃËr00l]ó 0.407600E,03 0.9941 I BE-01 0.000000E+00 0 0ooooor*oo o.oooooo¡* oo ooooi iùsin00r37 0407ó00E-03 0.994u8E-0r 0.000000E+00 0 ooooooe*oo o.ooooooenoo ooooi i:ri¡n00I]8 0.407600E- 03 0.9941 t 8E.0 t 0.000000E+00 0_000000E+00 0.000000E+00 iuõË*
00139 0.407ó00E-01 0.994 t r BE-01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 ñi iùiin
00140 0.4076008-03 0.9941r8E-0r 0.00m00E+00 0 ooooooe*oo o.ooooooe*oo oooo¡ i:.rim0014t 0.407600E-03 0.9941t8E,0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 000ói iùÃi¡
00t42 0.407ó008,03 0.994t l8E_01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 00001 nliÈn00r43 0.40?600E-01 0.9941 I 8E-0 r 0.000000E+00 0 0000008+00 0.0000008+00 0000i i:liio
00r44 0.407ó00E-03 0 9941t8E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0600i iùiin
00145 0.4o7600E 010.994r l8E-0r 0.000000E+00 0.00oooog*oo o oooooo¡*oo ooooi ruiin
00146 0.407600E-03 0.994 r r 8E-01 0.000000E+00 0.0co0coE+00 0.000000E+00 0óóó¡ iusix
00¡47 0.407ó00E-010.994t t8E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 00003 n:sÈn
00148 0.407600E-0t 0.994t r8E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.0000mE+00 0.000000E+00 ó0003 miin
00149 0.407600E-03 0.994 t I 8E-0 r 0.000000E+00 0.0ooooor* oo o.oooooo¿*oo ooooi miin00r50 0.407600E-03 0.9941r8E,0r 0.000000E+00 0.000c{08+00 0 000000E+00 0000i miËn

SUMMARY OFINPUT DÀTÁ: Candu-X Srabitiry Ässesrænt

NODE ÀREA
NI'MBER M2

LENCTH POWER RISTRICT¡ON CR¡VIry SECTION SECTIONM D)STRIBUTION LOSS COEFF. INDÐ( CODE NAME

00r51 0.407600E-03 0 994 t t8E-0t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
00r52 0.407ó00Ë-03 0.9941 I8E.0r 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0.000000E+00
00t53 0.407ó00E-03 0.994r r8E-0t 0.000000E+000.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
00154 0.407600E-03 0.994 t I EE-ot 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0 000000E+ 00
00r55 0.407600E-03 0.9941 l8E¡l 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0.000000E+00
00156 0.407ó00801 0.994 r r 8E-0 t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
00r57 0.407600E-03 0.994t I 8E-0¡ 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000tÐE+rr0
00158 0.407600E0l 0.9941t8E-0t 0.000000E+000.000000E+000.0000008+00
00t59 0.407ó00E-03 0.9941 I 8E_0 r 0_000000E+ 00 0.000000E+ 00 0.000000Ë+ 00
00r60 0.407600E-o3 0_994I I 8E-01 0.0000008+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00

00003

00001
00003

00003
00001
00003
00001
00003

00003
00001

R]SER
R-ISER
R.¡SER

RISER
RISER
RISER
RISÊR
R.]SER
RISER
RJSËR

t02



00rór 0.407ó00E-03 0.9941 ì 8E-0 r 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
00r62 0.407600E-03 0.994 rr 8E 0r 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 0.000000E+00
00t61 0 407ó00E-03 0.994 r ! 8E-0 t 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
00ró4 0 407600E-01 0 9941 I 8E-01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
00r65 0.407ó00E-0t 0.994t r8E-0r 0.000000È+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
00r66 0.407ó00E{3 0.9941 r 8E,01 0.000000E+00 0.000000Ë+00 0.000000E+00
00t6? 0.407ó008 0l 0.r02000E+000.000000E+000.000000E+00-.100000E+0r
001ó8 0.407600E-03 0.102000E+ûù0.000m0E+000.000000E+00-.I00000E+01
00169 0.407ó00Ê,03 0.r02000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 -.¡00000E+0r

00001
00003
00003
00003
00003

00001
00003

00003
00003
00003

00003
00003
00003
00001

00003
00003

RISER
RISER
RISER
R]SER
RJSER
R]SER
RISER
R]SER
RISER

00t?0
OOI?I
cÐt72
00t71
00r?4
001?5

0.407600E-01 0
0.407600E-03 0
0.407ó00E-03 0
0.407600E-01 0
0.407ó00E-03 0
0.40?ó00E-03 0
0 407600E-010

..I00000E+0r

.. r 00000E+0 t

..|00000E+0t

..100000E+0¡

..1 00000E+ 0 r

.. r 00000E+0 I

.. 100000E+ 0 r

I 02000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000008+00 -.

t02000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 -.

r 02000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00,.
r 02000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 -.

t02000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000[+00 -.

RISER
RJSER
RISER
PJSER

R]SER
RISËR
PJSER

00r?? 0.407ó00E-03 0.000000E+ am 0.000000E+00 0.0000t)0E+ û0 -. r00000E+0 r 00002 BOUNDARY

Cându-X Slâbilily Assessft nl

CASE OPTIONS

SIJBCOOLING OPTION
TRANSIENT OPTION
NETJTRON KINETIC OP'TION
PLOT OPTION
RESTARTOPIION
}IO/SINGLE.PHASE OPTION
FIJEL OPTION

BOUNDARY CONDIT1ONS:

,AVER-AGEPOWER

:O OSV OPI]ON :O
: O EXPLICIT SC}IEMÈOMON : O

i0OUIPUTOPTION:l
rl TYPEOPTION :l

:O WALL.HEATOPTION :O
:2 HO/TWO.PIIÂSE OPION :3

:0

IKW) :0.250000E+00
AVER-ACE POWER PROFILE FACTOR :0.100000E+ 0l
INLET TEMPERATURE (DEG C) :0.280000E+02
INLET PRESSURE (KP^) :0.7500008+04
RIF. EXT. PRESSURE (XlA) :0.750000E+04
EST. INLEr MASS FLOW (XG/S) :0.800000E-01

PTJ]I'P MODEL DATA

PIIMPNODE : 0

2.74?8891595087r4E,002 0.
3.47 8253 t7 47 52888E-002 0.
4.009407517254048E,002 0.

4.4t88995t10t2101E-002 I
4.7 58223033982 I 54E-002 I

5.0487 6316Ð7 527 7 5E-002 I

250000000000000
50000000000000 t

75000000000000 r

.00000000000000

.2 5000000000000

.50000000000000

.7500000000000l

.0000000000000 ¡

.2500000000000 I

.5000000000000 ¡

.7500000000000 r

.0000000000000 t

.25000000000002

.50000000000002

. ?5000000000001

.00000000000003

.25000000000004

.50000000000004

.75000000000004
00rn0000u00fn5

5.302098700ì 0¡ l08E-002
s.5253 | 6924 4 6 t I 3 4E-002
5. 123M9 I 529 | 7 027 E-002
5.898494ót 9465788E-002
6.054056r r3ó588r6E,002
6. | 9 I 7 41 3 7 7 05 E 64 5E-002
6.3 t 33 43 8? 52 I t 9 1 2 E- 002
6.42047878r 6541 r 8E,002
ó.5 r 4ór 330962?204E-002
ó.59ó98558246791 7E-002
ó.óó8659982 75 880 t E-002
6.71057207067r 005E,002
6.',1 83 5 43 49 59 2 33 4 0E-002
6 82828022?5!0448F-002
6.8653682257945 7 6E-002 5 25000000000005
ó.89528t3044r3342E-002 5.5000000000000ó
ó.9¡840t690450t99E-002 5.75000000000006
6.935040332158837E-002 6.0000000000000ó
ó.945454996510495E,002 ó.25000000000007
6.945454996510495E-002 ó.5000000000000?
ó.94545499ó530495E{02 ó.75m0000000008
ó.94545499ó530495E-002 ?.00000000000008
ó_92858?84702r303E.002 ?.25m0000000009
6910ó55l79lt7l9lE-002 ?.50000000000009
6.881 52? 16061',11 61E-002 7.750000000000r0
6.8s942123t2603148-002 8.000000000000t0
6.826524255826t25E-002 8.250000000000¡ r

6.789038992418794Ei02 8.500000000000r2
6.747 187799520482E-002 8.75000000000013
ó.?0r2t5580944r03E-002 9.000000000000r1

t03



ó.ó5t39r5r42075098,002 9.250000000000r3
ó.598008869r78r64E-002 9.500000000000t4
ó_54r 181273r261?8E-002 9.7500000000001ó
ó48t849)9004¡508E-002 r00000000000002
ó.4r9755t30905430E 002 r0.2500000000002
ó.355458r433219E2E-002 t0.5000000000002
ó.289 r r 8480591495 E-002 10.7500000000002
6.22r693927827912Ê-002 I t.0000000000002
ó. r529350r05s2888E-002 r L2500000000002
ó081179920t02r70E-002 rl.5000000000002
6.0t3349379643222E-0Ð2 I L?500000000002
5.943 r4 r 82059ó064 E-002 t2.0000000000002
5.873029r 568t 6448E-002 r2 2500000000002
5.80125392250005óE,002 r2.5000000000003
5.7340285380208IE-002 t2.7500000000001
5.66s535240235694E-002 B 0000000000003
5.59192 1593521582E--002 r3.2500000000003
5.5313322ó2585r5tE-002 r3.5000000000001
5.4ó585t2t8934085E-002 t3.7500000000003
5.40 t 5ó4 r 5ól8 5039E,002 t4.0000000000004
s.318530897r9?524E-002 r4.2500000000004
5.276793815847s94E-002 r4.5000000000004
5.2t63802275t0645E-002 r4.7500000000004
5 r57304 ó t 558ó0ó?E 002 t5.0000000000004
OS}ORTS TERMINATED NORIIAI-LY

B.'1.3 Calculations for Heat Exchanger K - Factor

The Exergy@ shell-and-tube heat exchanger has 127 (3.2 mm oD, 0.32 mm thick) tubes,

each 381 mm long. The K -factor for the heat exchanger was calcùlated as follows:

w_ 2APAz

u8p

,, 2AP

pU'

Wh ere ÄP is pressure drop in Pa.

I is area ofcross section in m2.

U is velocity in m2ls.

p is density of fluid in kglm3.

K is coefficient depends on the nature of the local resistance to fluid flow.
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Figure B.l : Graph showing pressure Vs flow rate for shell and tube heat exchanger

(EXERGY@ miniature heat exchangers catalogue).

From the pressure loss graph ofshell and tube heat exchanger (Figure B.l) for water we

obtain the following parameters:

uA=0.00t893m3 / s (30gpn)

LP =25000Pa

A=6.5369x10 a 
¡n2

o-o
o
c)

=ù)
a¡)
0)

o_

p = 998.21Kg /nrr (Forwater at 101.33

Substiruting these values in the equation

.- 2LPA2" (uA)'P

* _ 2x25000 x(6.5i69 xl 0-a ))
(0.001 893)'? ;r998.2 I

K = 5.97

KPa pressure and 20 "C)

,, 2APA,

" = 
t'nt' o 

we obtaln
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8.1.4 Results of the Steady-State Simulations

Case 2
Pressu¡e:7.5 MPa,

Temperalure:25'C,
lnlet K: 0. Outlet K:2

rrcssu¡e, /.3 tvìrai
Temperalure: 25 "C,
lnlet K:0 ôrllêl K 5

rreSSUre: ¡/.5 MPA,
Temperalure: 25 'C,
lnlet K:0. Oullel K:8

Pressure:7.5 MPa,
Tempe¡ature: 25 'C,
lnlet K:0. Outlel K:10

lnlel Flow rale
Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW)

0.0295?35 0.027t)495
0

U

n 0 {J4 t (f
o 04512t7

l{t)
(r 05,

oiJ5ll5!
2 txt{xx ;t8
2 251)ti{xt{t

73921

t)

fl
0 II

u00 0 0x:

oo

5t
0 t1

0
0 0.u35utx7

o
II

7 oo
oo

n

0

o0l

n TJL

0726079

0

fro
,t

,olu II

t7
l) 0 ¡{JJI1t 70 {t

|)'llt
0.0ó50128

o Ð714?',

o{ t) 0-067ó38r 0

t4 5UXt{

t5 utx)tx ld



Case ti Casê 7
Pressure:7.5 MPa,

Temperature: 25'C,
lnlet K:0. Oullet K:13

Temperature: 25 'C,
¡nlel K:2. Oull-.1K:0

rressufe: /.c r!1ra¡
Temperalure: 25 "C,
lñlôr k- Ã ñ.rì-r 11 

^

Pressure: 7.5 l\¡Pa,
Temperature:25'C,
lnlet K: B. Outlet K:0

lnlel Flow rate
Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW)

ìll

0 052lllx9 ¡1

I

l)

I ?50tJt)0t) u o Iltl) tI

0t
0t

IJ

0 rx2l Ì? n rto

)00n

to
to ?500{xlt) tì
I I fXX'01

005
0

o t

olli o.o9 t)19't
o

nt
o I t 24l{20 ot
0 I tl4ll2l)
Ð I t24t\2t) ot

ot
0 I 12JI t6

0 t0l4 J5l
U ¡U:I2III
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Case I Câse'10 Case 11

Temperature:25 "C,
lnlet K:10 O¡'llet K:0

Temperâlure: 25'C,
lnlel K:13 Ornlel K O

Tfessufe: /.c tv¡Fa,
Temperature: 28 "C

Pressure: 7.5 N¿Pa,
Temperature: 28 "C,
lnlet K:0. Oullet K:5

lnlet FIow rale
Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW)

f,2
o
t7 0

o t45t{

0 tJ545| 7t
2.otjotruou u 054?5t)2

2.JII,TJOOU

olJ742525

0

n

0t)8t5?21 t) tìl?¡ì¡
o l¡7x73:16

o u92xo52

o |x21526

I 50lrt( ot
8?

oox59:

o oxì 2567
o

r r<fronrn
o l)xo4024

n

n t4

f)f
(ì

0

0

0

0
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Câse 14 Case 16
Pressu¡e: 7.5 N,4Pa,

Temperalure:28'C,
lnlet K:0. Outlel K:8

rressure: t.c Ml-a,
Temperatùre: 28'C,
lnlel K:0, Oullet K:10

Pressure:7.5 MPa,
Temperature: 28 "C,
lnlet K:0. Oullel K:13

rrcssufe: /,c Mra,
Temperature: 28 "C,
lnlet K:2, Outlet K:0

lnlet Flow ralê
(ks/s) Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW)

¡ n
n

0 n

0

)Í
2 251)t ott57
2 500{

L

f) Jt5
U

0 i6?

0 07¡525ì 0 u6lì ll07

o

0

o
It l}14t

n

{l t 620780

n
9 n o ìo:

ool

0
t0 0(xx)0tx, 0. t u4 t:152
¡u.25u0uj{t
IU.JUOOI'ü}

0

oa o
0u ft

0 9 0

o 05t t2ì4 0
l) o
t)

t2788
0 054ó585

¡9
\4 15t tJ 057 o llr:lo¡
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Case 17 Case ;ase 2t)
rressufe: /.c tv¡Ta¡
Tempêralure: 28 "C,
lnlel K:5 O¡'llêl K o

Pressure:7.5 MPa,
Temperature:28 "C,
lnlet K:8, Ouùet K;0

Pressurei 7.5 MPa.
Temperature: 28 "C,
lnlet K:'10. Oullet K: 0

Temperalure: 28 'C,
lnlel K:13 Outlel K:0

lnlel Flow rate Power (kW) Power (kw) Power (kW) Power (kw)

u0J525X7
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(rul(225J0
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rfessure: /.3 tuTa,
Temperalure: 3'1 'C,
lnlet K:0, Oullet K:2

Pressure: 7.5 lVlPâ,
Temperalure:31 'C,
lnlet K:0. OuUel Ki 5

Pressure:7.5 MPa,
TempeÍalurer 31 "C,
lnlet K:0, Oullel K:10

lnlet Flow rale
Power (kW) Power {kW) Power (kW) Power (kW)

fl

n

0 0
OI
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o (J57Xr
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5 75{XXXft
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n
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Case Case 26 Case 27 Case 28
l'reSSUre: ¡/.þ MHa,

TemperaÌure:31 "C,
lnlel K:0. Oulleì K:13

Temperature:31 'C,
lnlel K:2 Oullet K:0

rressufe: /,3 rvìra¡
Temperalure: 31 "C,
lnlel K:5 Ollllêl K: O

rressure: /.c tv)Ta,
lemperalure:31 "C,
lnlêt K a Õ'rllêlK O

lnlel Flow rale Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW)

n

o
o 75txf
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0

o

0 06t 158ì

oo

5 {XXX)tJl 0( ô
5 25uu0{t(,

2

oo7515¡12

u

o 0

0 05084x2 0

It250t)t)00 o(

t?on( 0
It

ft 04ì I

o 04t,2{t4t
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Câse 29 Case 30
Tressure: ,,c Nlra,
Temperalurer 31'C,
lnlet K: 10,Oullet K:

0

Pressu¡e: 7.5 i\,4Pa,

Temperalure:31 "C,
lnlet K:13, Outlet K:0

Inlet l-¡ow rate Power (kW) Power (kW)

D2
U.JUflUUN

') ¡0
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o 16t ¡oll
o u62 t oltS

fl067l25ll

'tI
7 )5l)¡'t1{

t) o/ll{03I
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oo703l06

It ¡tì
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Case 31 c,âse 32 cêse 33

Temperâlure:27 "C,
lnlel K:0 Orillêl K 2

Pressure: 9.5 MPa,
lempeøl!rc: 27 "C,
lnlel K:0, OuUet Kt 5

Pressure: 9.5 MPa,
Temperalure: 27 "C,
lnlel K: 0 Orillel K a

Pressure: 9.5 N¡Pa,
Temperaluae: 27 "C,
lnlel K:0. Outlet K:'10

lnlet Flow rate
Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW)

0.0305579 0.0270054
0-5000000 0 0389812 oou241t 0.0331050
0 7500000 0.0419868 0.0381827

0.0500818 0.0436554
2500000 0.0501566 o 047113!¡ D.0454475

l 0.053-4089 oo4a3?21
0.0609880 o.0527912 0-0508714

2.0000000 0 0589258 0.0531653
0.0665706 0 0613205 0.0573925
0 0690418 0.0571615

2.7500000 0.0655736 0 0612Â73 0.0589216
0.0734969 0.0629933

3.2500000 o.o755214 0.0M5997 0.0620602
3 5000000 0.070s366 0-0634644

o.0792357 t, (ì/25{ì!¡3 0.0674S96
4.0000000 0 080q¿6¿ 0 068810ñ 0.0659894

0.0753869 o 0671240
0.0841r45 o o767050 0.0711875

4.7500000 0.0779496 o 0722637 0.0691638
0.0869838 D 0791252 o.o732707 o 0700772
0.0883182 o.o742117

5.5000000 0.0812836 o 0750aqa o.o717074
0.0s08046 o.0422725 0.075907ô o 0724296
0.0919626 0.0766674 0.0730930

6.2500000 0.0840824 o 0773714 0.0736S96
0.0941208 0.0849075 0.0780214 oo742515
0-095't25'l 0.07861S3 0.0747503

7.0000000 0.0864073 o 07916Âñ
0 0870850 0.0796649 o 0755q5¿

0.0978596 0.0801156
7.7500000 oo! 0.0883035 0 0805200 0.0762456

0.0994650 0.0888467 0.080879 o 076500¿
o-1002062 0.0811S39 0.0767099

8.5000000 0.089807'l 0 081465¿ 0.0768748
0.1015710 D.0902262 0.0816945 o o76qc61

9.0000000 01021966 o.o77074A
9.2500000 o.o77074A
q S0nonno 0.1033389
9.7500000 o 103ø572 o.o77074A
¡{jItf){)ot) t) 0.0769775

10.5000000 0.0766934
o 0764q57
o_0762621

t1.2500000 0.0759938

11_7500000 0.0753577
o 0749924

12.5000000 o.074174A
o 0737257
0.0732519

l3_2500000 0.0727556
0.0790069

13.7500000 0.0785567 o.0717027
14 0000000

14.5000000
14 75IìO OO
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;ase 35 Case ase 37

Temperalure: 27'C,
lnlet K: 0- Outlel X: 13

Pressure: 9.5 MPa,
Temperalurer 27 "C,
lnlet K:2. Outlel K:0

Temperalure: 27 'C,
lnlet K: 5. Oullet K: 0

Pressure:9.5 fulPa,
Temperature: 27 "C,
lnlet K:8, Oullet K:0

lnlet l-low rate
Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW)

o0:

D ü42 t25t
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ase 39 Case 41
rressufê: 9.5 MPâ,

Temperalure: 27 "C,
lnlel K: 10. Oullet K: o

Pressure:9.5 MPa,
Temperalure: 27 'C,

lnlet K: 13, Outlet K: 0

rressurc: Y.c rvra,
Ïemperalure:30 "C,
lnlet Kr O ÕrflÊl K 2

Prêssure: 9.5 MPa,
Temperâlu¡e: 30 "C,
lnlet K:0. Oullet K: 5

(ks/s) Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW)

ot
at lt5,

lJ u42X4¡ I n

u tr5lloTì2

ot 1)
o(

0.068050ó

{J

n o{

o t7094
|l

o o7t 0(

0ult52

I

ln
J2906

0
I O {'l]t (rox )4 OI
t 0 25000{ 0 0 0xlll
llJ 0 0 0xlt60
t0 7500tjt)0 u 0l t60

0

¡ L)Li)UC'|{', 0.0895r92
,UUOU

(,

0

0.08553ó0
0.r0289r6 0

{ó978iuo 0



Câse ¿3 Câse 44 Case 45 Cêse 46
Pressure:9.5 MPa,

Temperalure: 30 'C.
lnlet K: 0, Outlel K: B

Fressufet 9.5 MPa,
Temperature: 30 "C,

lnlet K:0. Oullel K: 1ô

Pressure: 9.5 MPa,
Temperâlure: 30 'C,

lnlel K:0. Oul¡el K: '13
lnlel Flow rale

Powe. {kW) Power (kW) Power (kW) Powe¡ (kW)

U 0.0252t20
o5f 001 0.03 r7941
o 75t 00365903

DM2)1)5
oo54,

(, 05
o05

005:
0 u5¡l

0.0640901

I o(

o 09220t 5

1

0.068r05ó

ooi

0 l0ó49:14

lì

0.0640209

? oax)(mm 0.06298s5
t)o1l)2\71 o.0624451

I txx tì
I250tx)t

o ì n t¡<lx
0 l5l t2



Case 47 Câse 48 ase 5Cl

Temperalure: 30 "C,
lnlel K:5 ôlltlel K O

rressure: v.c ¡Mra,
Temperature: 30 "C,
lnlet K:8, Oûüet K:0

Pressure: 9.5 I\rPa,
Temperature:30 "C,

lnlet K: 10. Outlet K: 0

Hressute:9.5 Ml-â,
Temperature: 30 "C,

lnlel K:'13. Oullel K: 0
lnlet Flow rate

Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW)

0 (,1))tl
0 t)

0

0 05to:t50

/5u{J0t{J
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0( I

IJ 06XOt I
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0

o

I 7 5of)txx)

o |t7115?
o
{J loIOO9 t

t42

0 t0Jt62l l4



Câse 51 Case 52 ase 53
Pressure:9.5 MPa,

Temperalu¡e: 32 "C,
lnlet K:0, Outlêt K:2

Hressure:9.5 MPa,
Temperature: 32'C,
lnlel K:0 Ollllct K 5

Pressure: 9.5 MPa,
Iemperalure: 32 'C,
lnlet K:0. Oullel K: a

r.ressuret 9.5 MPa,
Ternperalure:32 "C,

lñlet K: 0. Ouflel K:10
lnlet Flow rate

Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW)
lt !8595

0.01839:ì!

0.04?2594 0.0455t58
0-050r881

t)

f) t224

0 t4t632 {J

0 ¡53018
4 T5fXXtOO o 0 070

00?
u t)i 0.0684286

4 0.08l]073
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UTruOIJ
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122 It ttl1l114
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0.0óó45r 6
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IJ 25UIJIJ(XJ 00x126t5 0.o 23',12

lJ u82ttx9I 0.0707351
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Case 56 ¡se 57
Pressure: 9.5 MPa,

Temperalure: 32 'C,
lnlet K: 0. Ouüel K: 13

rrcssurc: Y.c tv¡Ta,
Temperaturet 32 'C,
¡nleÌ K:2 Orllêl K o

Pressure: 9.5 MPê,
Temperalure: 32 'C,
lnlet K: 5. Oulìêl K: o

Prêssure: 9.5 l!4Pâ,
Temperalure: 32'C,
lnlet K:8. Oullel K:0

lnlet Flow rale
Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW) Power (kW)

0.0252792 0.o2741t9

0 750{

o
fl 0.05t l4ó4

JUtru(Ðo {, oi 0.0545058

0.0590880

t)

)n
5t

t) u 0425:i to

a

u 0925t I

JU 0

0

0

n

U o

u u9J5255

o Io,
0lu2ll:t75

t7263
it

0
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o

2 50I

o
0 0 0996948

f)
0 l(r¡o10? 0.099?56ó

t4.25truL\J0 u t08l¡t6
0.0544947

u.tu3t!l



Cese 5 Case 60
Pressure:9.5 [rPa,

Temperaluret 32 "C,
¡nlet K: 10, Oul¡et K:

0

r¡essure: Y,5 M¡-4,
ïemperalure: 32 'C,
lnlet K: 13, Outlet K:

0
lnlet Flow rate

Power (kW) Power (kW)
vlo

0 5ux 0.013?192 0.0322993
U 75(JI 0.0190096

9nLlltru0t){l

aì

0
i0u00 f)

0584017
fl
0

0.0ó948?l

0

no'

t65495

u 07x5t
x)n

0.0?96197
3 25t

UTJIJOU 0
l)

lf'-
{J

1444

0

u0l u ull4508t

t 2 0oflmlvt 0.0848409
0.0849787

12 5l
2 75t)Ofx)u

0.089?r5r

t0

r4.7500000 0



APPENDIX - C
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Figure C.l : Schematic drawing oftest section fo¡ ca¡bon dioxide experiments.
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Figure C.2: Schematic drawing of the test section for water experiments.
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Figure C.3: Schematic drawing oftest section header assembly.
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Figure C.4: Schematic drawing of test sectìon cha¡nel machining details
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Figure C.5: Schematic drawing of flange couplings
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Figure C.6: Schematic d¡awing ofelectrical cable connector details (I).
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Figure C.7: Schematic drawing ofelectrical cable connector details (II)
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Figure C.8: Schematic drawing oftest section flange couplings
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Figure c.9: schematic drawing oftest section electrical insulation sleeve details.
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Batl

Figure C.10: Scher¡atic drawing of the flow control ball valve assembly (Habonim@).


